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ABSTRACT

Three methods Of analysis for the substitution experiments
were tested against experiment: a one-group, three-region per-
turbation method; a two-group, two-region diffusion theory
method; and a two-group, three-region diffusion theory method.
It was found that the one-group perturbation method worked well
over the full range of the experiments to which it was applied.
The two-group, two-region method worked well when diffusion
coefficient mismatches were the main problem, but broke down
when there was a bad mismatch in resonance escape probability.
The two-group, three-region method worked well, but did not
offer any advantage over the one-group perturbation method to
Justify its greater complexity.
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ANALYSIS OF THE SUBSTITUTION TECHNIQUE FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF D20 LATTICE BUCKLINGS

INTRODUCTION

A typical substitution measurement of a lattice buckling
has three steps: (1) a reference measurement in a one-region
lattice; (2) the substitution of one or more test fuel assem-
blies for reference fuel assemblies; and (3) a remeasurement
in the mixed lattice. The resultant data are then combined
with subsidiary information from calculations and experiments
and analyzed to give the buckling of the test lattice. In
critical substitution measurements on D20-moderated lattices,
the measured physical property is the moderator height at
criticality.

Various straightforward methods of analyzing the data
have been used in the past(l'2) to obtain the material buck-
ling of the test lattice. There has not, however, been a
very extensive attempt to verify these methods of analysis
empirically over a wide range of lattice parameters. The
present report makes such an effort by comparing experimental
results of substitution measurements with test lattices having
bucklings known from previous one-region pile measurements.
A number of the lattices contained air-filled fuel assembly
housings so as to include the effects of neutron streaming
and bad diffusion coefficient mismatches.

DISCUSSION

METHODS OF ANALYSIS

ONE-GROUP PERTURBATION METHOD

This method of analysis was suggested and described by
Persson l). It is a "successive substitution" method; i.e.,
the measurements are performed with at least two different
sized test regions. These results are then used to extrapo-
late to the condition where the test lattice extends throughout
the pile.

Since one-group theory cannot properly take into account
the interaction between the test and reference regions, a third
region, called the transition or intermediate region, is intro-
duced. In order to define the three regions, the lattices (in
this discussion assumed to have triangular pitches) are broken
up into unit cells consisting of rhomboids with the two vertices
at the acute (600) angles terminating on fuel assemblies.
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Rhomboids with both acute vertices terminating on test fuel
were assigned to the test region, those with one vertex on a
test fuel assembly and the other on a reference fuel assembly
were assigned to the intermediate region, and those with both
vertices on reference fuel to the reference region. Examples
of this choice of regions, for one and seven test fuel assem-
blies, are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

The final equation used in the analysis, derived by
Persson , is given below. (In a paper presented by Persson
at a meeting of the European-Amerilcan Committee on Reactor
Physics in Zurich in February 1963, a slightly different final
equation was given. The numerical differences resulting from
the change are quite negligible.)

(2 cz 2 )(a+ (1 - Ur )6D /D~
(a_+) p2. _ ra ri Z.

Wr Wr

Wr

In equation (1), the subscript 1 refers to the reference
region, 2 refers to the intermediate region, and 3 refers to the
test region. The quantity c2 Jo the vertical buckling of the
pile with test assemblies in place; a2 is the vertical buckling
of the pile when all fuel assemblies are of the reference type;
a2 is the vertical buckling that would be obtained if all of the
reference fuel were replaced by test fuel and if the radial
buckling remained constant; 6a2 = a _ (a2 + cx)/2; and A2 is the
radial buckling of the pile. D refers to the one-group diffusion
coefficient, with the subscripts r and z referring to radial and
vertical directions, respectively, and 6Dj D - D.. Values
of Wri and Ur are given by

fJ q' dv

W * (2)
i 4 I Jdv

ii

and

U (Vr0)(Vt¢') dv

ri pf| ' dv
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In the above equations, 0 is the unperturbed flux
( Jo(Pr)), 0' is the perturbed flux, and Pi is the radial
buckling in the ith region. The perturbed fluxes were calcu-
lated by one-group theory. The remaining quantities in
equation (1) are given by

6D

1 r. DZ

6D

+E T2 DZ
i I-

(4)

r

D

= W -3 +
r3D z

P

2 r2 D
z1

I Drs
_U_
2 r3 Dzi

6D

I r2 D
-4Ura D

(5)

r 2

rzm2 W -s.
r2D., 2 r 2 Dzi

(6)

If the left-hand side of equation (1) is plotted against
W /1W , a straight line with an intercept of a - a2 should
r. r 1

result. Each point on the line would correspond to a differ-
ent number of test fuel assemblies. If there were no aniso-
tropy, the value of a2 _ a. would also be the difference
between the material bucklings of the test and reference
lattices.

The values of 6Dr /Dz and 6D /Dz used in the analysis
I.2 2:Ii zi

can be calculated, but it is preferable to measure them in
separate experiments with a single fuel assembly. In this
case unperturbed flux shapes are used.

Persson(l' treated the special case of obtaining 6Dz/D z
2: 2:

and 6Dr /Dz on voiding the housing of a reference fuel
ayi 2l.T

assembly. In this case i 1 and 2 only. The resul.t was

r2 _ a2

W W
r2 z2

. (CQ2 _a 2) 6D
za'D I
Z1/

6Dr2

D
zi

Ur(��)
w
r

2 Z2 / Z2
- a1  --

D 1cI W
zi 2:

�l) (7)
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where

WZ f snlnaz dz/(H/2) (8)

and

UZ fcoo az dz/(W/2) (9)
.i

and the other symbols are as defined before. In the case in
which the perturbation penetrates the whole core in the axial
direction, U = W = I and equation (7) becomes

6D D 6D U
(C2 _ 2) D 2 (c2 C) 2) Da r 2

a.D a -. D D
r2 ZI Z. Z 1  r 2

(10)

The experimental procedure is to void the housing of the
central fuel assembly in several steps, measuring the critical
moderator height at each step. Then plotting the left-hand

side of equation (7) against -2 ) gives a straight

line with slope equal to -ac(6D5 in ). To obtain 6D /D ,
a . r2  zi

the critical moderator heights are measured on completely
voiding the housings of single fuel assemblies at various
radii in the pile. Then plotting the left-hand side of

equation (10) against W I gives a straight line with

slope equal to _-
2 (6D /D1 ).

r. Z,

Of more general interest is the measurement of 6D on
voiding the housing of a single test assembly. In this case
there are three types of regions In the pile: the reference
region, denoted by subscript 1; the intermediate region
between reference fuel and the D20-filled portion of the test
assembly, denoted by subscript 2a; and the intermediate region
between reference fuel and the voided portion of the test
assembly, denoted by subscript 2b. It can easily be shown
that the one-group perturbation result corresponding to
equation (7) can be cast into the form
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( 1 z2 a2 *
r D aiW~2

2 Z2b
2b

6D
+ 2b

Dz1/
C2 t4

2a\

6DZ
2a

D
z

_ P2 r>
D1

6D
r r
2a 2

D W

( z
- a* 2 

2

D
Z.1

6D iiU
2a i a 2b

D )~~2W Izi .

(11)

where a2 is the vertical buckling when some or all O1 a single
test assembly is voided, and a* 2 is the vertical buckling
prior to voiding but with the test assembly in place. This
form of the equation is convenient, since (a 2 - a*2) can be
measured quite precisely. In practice, if the reference
lattice is D20 filled, 

6Dz can be set equal to zero, equation
(11) becomes 2a

a 2 
- a*2

W W
r2 z2b

6D

= a2 z~b Z
2b Dz 2a

6D /U
2 r P2 bl r
D W

Z r2

Z U
- a*2 2b A 2 2b

D a*2W / (12)

The use of equation (11) and its specialized form when
U = W 1 are the same as that of equations (7) and (10)
Z2b Zb DZ /6z 6Dr bDr

in determining e _ 2a and D2 - )

DZ3. DZzi Z2.

Perasone used statistical weights corresponding to
the cell definition of Figure 1 and later multiplied the
6D /D. and 6D /D values by 2 to obtain test lattice

z2 2. r2  zI

parameters. In the present report, statistical weights
corresponding to the conventional unit cell definition were
used In the analysis. The slopes of the curves then should
give test lattice parameters directly without multiplying
by 2. There seems to be little preference between the two
procedures.
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To summarize, equation (11) iB used to obtain diffusion
coefficient differences when voids are present. After the
successive substitution measurements, equation (1) is used
to obtain (a3 - a'). Additional corrections necessary to
convert this to the materlal.buckling of the test lattice
will be discussed in a later section.

Two-Region, Two-Group Method

This method of analysiashas a long history of use at the
Savannah River Laboratory (SRL). It requires only a single
measurement of critical moderator height with test assemblies
present, in addition to the measurement of the critical moder-
ator height with the one-region reference loading. With
triangujar lattice pitches, the commonest number of test assem-
blies is seven. As in all the methods of analysis, it is
necessary to know the vertical extrapolation distance and thp
extrapolated radius of the pile. These are determined from
flux profile measurements in one-region reference loadings.
The test region is defined In terms of conventional unit cells,
rather than the cells described in the previous section. An
example of the test region according to this definition Is
shown in Figure 3. The boundary between the test and reference
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FIG. 3 PILE LOADING DIAGRAM - SEVEN TEST ASSEMBLIES .
CYLINDRICIZED UNIT CELL DEFINITION
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loading is cylindricized in the calculation. Two-group par-
ameters are computed for both the test and reference region.
These consist of the slow diffusion coefficient De, the fast
diffusion coefficient Df, the Fermi age T, the diffusion
area L2 , and the resonance escape probability p. The material
buckling of the reference region is determined by the extrapo-
lated radius, the vertical extrapolation distance, and the
measured critical moderator height In the one-region reference
loading. The specification of the critical vertical buckling
with the test lattice in place (from the critical moderator
height) then completely determines the problem according to
two-group theory, and the test region material buckling can
be computed. Even a two-region, two-group calculation is not
suitable for hand calculation, however, and an appropriate
code for the IBM 704 is used to perform the two-group cal-
culation. The mathematical basis of the code is discussed to
some extent in a previous report(3).

Additional accuracy can be achieved by calibrating the
test region with lattices of known bucklings, and two-group
parameters quite similar to those of the reference region.
Such a calibration is used to adjust one of the constants
used in the calculation. At SRL, the constant traditionally
adjusted by this means is the test region radius, which thus
would differ slightly from the cylindricized radius. This
choice of constant to be adjusted is not unique. The test
region calibration procedure has been described elsewhere(2'4).
It will not be further discussed here for two reasons:

* Suitable calibration lattices are rarely available,
thus restricting the applicability of the technique.

* In the present experiments, for which suitable
calibration assemblies were available(2D4), the
difference between the test region radius resulting
from the calibration and the cylindricized test
region radius was negligible.

Corrections to the bucklings obtained by the two-group method
will be discussed in a later section.

THREE-REGION, TWO-GROUP METHOD

This method was an attempt to combine some of the features
of the previous two methods. It has in common with the Persson
method the necessity for measurements using two different sized
test regions, and the assumption of an intermediate.region of
unknown buckling. However, it uses two-group theory rafler
than one-group perturbation theory to analyze the data. In
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one sense this is more restrictive on the experiment, in that
it requires all test regions to be concentric with the refer-
ence lattice. This need not be true if perturbation theory
is used, although it is desirable.

The measurements consist of critical moderator height
measurements for the one-region reference lattice, the lattice
with one test assembly in the center of the pile, and the
lattice with more than one test assembly in the center of the
pile. The boundaries of test, intermediate, and reference
regions are determined as in the perturbation method (Figures
1 and 2), and then cylindricized. Two-group parameters for
reference and test regions are calculated, as in the two-region,
two-group method. The two-group parameters of the inter-
mediate region are then determined by the equations given
below. Subscript 1 refers to reference region, 2 to inter-
mediate region, and ) to test region.

D (DS + D )/2 (13)

Df2 (D= + D f)/2
3

D + D
L22= (15)

¶l 9

2r + *7-

x2 2 D (16)Df Df
I S

(1 + LrB2 ~ )(1 + TE2

2= D - (17)
2[ 8e)l+ t(^E) 3 ]

The symbols have their conventional meanings. The
quantity B2 is not known initially, so that an initial

m2
guess must be made for p2.

. ,2
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In the case where only one test assembly is used, there
are only two types of regions present: reference and inter-
mediate. The buckling of the intermediate region can therefore
be calculated by two-group theory Just as in the jwo-region,
two-group method. The only difference is that an iterative
process must be used in which the buckling solution is substi-
tuted into equation (17) to obtain a new value of p2, the two-
group calculation repeated with the new value of P2, etc. until
the process has converged.

Once the intermediate region buckling has been obtained,
it can be used in a two-group, three-region calculation of the
measurement in which more than one test fuel assembly is
present. All parameters in this calculation except the test
region buckling would be known at this point, and therefore
the test region buckling could be computed.

Corrections to the bucklings obtained by this method
will be discussed in a later section.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Four types of fuel assemblies were used in these experi-
ments: a cluster of 31 U02 rods in a 5-inch-OD aluminum
housing, a cluster of 19 U02 rods in a 5-inch-OD aluminum
housing, a cluster of 19 U02 rods in a 4-inch-OD aluminum
housing, and a single 1-inch-diameter rod of natural uranium
metal. All of the fuel assemblies had been used in one-
region pile buckling measurements""'6). Fuel assembly details
are given in Table I, and cross sections of the fuel assemblies
are shown in Figure 4.

TABLE I

Fuel Assembly Details

U02 density = 10.4 gm/cm3 (effective over rod length)
OD Of U02  0.500 inch
OD of 6063 aluminum cladding - 0.547 inch
U02 cladding thickness = 0.020 inch
Center-to-center spacing of U02 rods - 0.650 Inch
OD or small aluminum tubes in 31-rod clusters a 0.250 inch
Wall thickness of small aluminum tubes-in 31-rod clusters = 0.035 inch
OD or large 6063 aluminum housing tube = 5.00 inches
Wall thickness of large 6063 aluminum housing tube - 0.056 inch
OD of small 6063 aluminum housing tube = 4.00 inches
Wall thickness of small 6063 aluminum housing tube - 0.054 inch
OD of uranium metal rods = 0;998 inch
OD of 1100 aluminum cladding = 1.090 Inches
Wall thickness of 1100 aluminum cladding = 0.032 Inch
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FIG. 4 CROSS SECTIONS OF FUEL ASSEMBLIES

All experiments were performed in the Process Development
Pile (PDP)(3) on a 9.33-inch triangular pitch in the lattice
geometry shown in Figure 1. Two different reference fuel
assemblies were used: the 31-rod U02 cluster in a D20-filled
housing, and the 31-rod U02 cluster in an air-filled housing.
The extrapolated pile radii and vertical extrapolation dis-
tances were measured by the flux profile method 6 The
moderator temperature during the experiments was 22.5 ±l.00Ci
and the moderator isotopic purity was 99.58 mol % D20 with an
absolute uncertainty of t0.03 mol % 1)20..

The experiments were of two types: the measurement of
6D/D values by the Persson method on voiding the coolant
channels of test assemblies, and the substitution measurements
proper. The 6Dz/D measurements were made by placing a single
test fuel assembly in the central fuel position. The bottom
of the test assembly housing was open to the moderator. The
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pile was brought to critical and held there for at least 30
minutes, after which the moderator height was measured. Helium
pressure was then applied at the top of the test fuel assembly
to partially expel the D20 coolant. The expulsion was
performed in several steps, and the moderator height was
changed at each step to maintain criticality. At each step
the critical mod1rator height and the helium pressure were
measured, the latter with a light water manometer. The height
of the D2 0 coolant in the test assembly was inferred from the
helium pressure. After all of the coolant had been expelled,
the pressure was reduced to zero and the critical moderator
height was remeasured. The final critical moderator height was
usually within about 0.03 cm of the initial one, and the two
were averaged to obtain the reference vertical buckling ca 2

(see equation (11)).

The measurement of 6Dr/D was made using three test fuel
assemblies at symmetrical 1200 positions instead of a single
assembly. The purpose of this was to increase the precision
of the measurement by obtaining larger changes in vertical1
buckling. The smallest distance of test assemblies from the
center of the pile was two lattices pitches, so that the
perturbations would not be expected to interact. The modi-
fication of the analysis to account for three test assemblies
rather than one was therefore trivial.

With the three test assemblies at a single radius in the
pile, the critical moderator height was measured with D2 0 in
the test assembly housing. The D20 was then completely
expelled by means of helium pressure, criticality being main-
tained by changing the moderator height. After the new
critical moderator height had been measured, the helium pres-
sure was reduced to zero and the initial condition remeasured.
The pile was then shut down and the test assemblies were moved
to a different radius. Another critical run was then made,
etc.

The substitution measurements proper, unlike the 6D/D
measurements, depended on comparing critical moderator heights
of separate reactor runs. Five types of test fuel coi~figu-
rations were used: a single test fuel assembly in the central
fuel position; three test fuel assemblies in an equilateral
triangle one lattice pitch on the side, with one of the test
fuel assemblies in the central fuel position; three fuel
assemblies at 1200 to each other and one lattice pitch from
the central fuel position; seven fuel assemblies in the central
seven positions; and nineteen fuel assemblies in the central
nineteen positions. Whenever the same configuration was to be
used to measure test lattices both with Da0 and air in the
housings, the helium pressure system was used to obtain both
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measurements in the same critical run. The critical moderator
height with the one-region reference lattice was measured
frequently. Each measurement included a determination of the
(relative) critical moderator height to within about,0.005 cm
and a determination of the (relative) moderator temperature
to about 0.030C. All vertical bucklirngs were then corrected
to a common temperature by means of calculated temperature
coefficients. When this had been done, it was found that the
critical vertical buckling of the one-region reference lattice
decreased smoothly with run number. This decrease in buckling
(in pB*) is shown over a limited range of run numbors in
Figure 5. The effect is presumably due to moderator degra-
dation. Plots such as Figure 5 were used to correct vertical
bucklings with test fuel assemblies in place to the run
number of the nearest reference lattice measurement.

FIG. 5 CRITICAL VERTICAL BUCKLING OF
REFERENCE LOADING vs RUN NO.

*1 AD = 10-6 cm-2
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RESULTS

6D/D MEASUREMENTS

It was assumed that the one-group diffusion coefficients
of all lattices containing no void were the same. The
majority of the 6D/D measurements were made in a reference
lattice of 31-rod U02 clusters with D20 in the housings. In
two measurementi the reference lattice contained the same
fuel assemblies with air-filled housings. In order to
facilitate comparison, all results are presented in the form
of the ratio of 6D to the one-group diffusion coefficient of
the 31-rod cluster lattice with D20 in the housings. Sample
plots of a 6DW/D measurement and a 6Dr/D measurement are
shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Complete numerical
results are given in Table II.

TABLE II

Changes in'Neutron Diffusion Coefficient on D20 Removal
from U02 Rod Cluster Fuel Assemblies

Rods per cluster 19 19 31

OD of housing, Inches 4 5 5

EXp. I - 0.533 ±0.011 0.287 ±0.005

ODz/Dz Exp. 2 0.203 t0.005 0.524 tO.010 0.277 ±0.004
zref Average 0.203 ±0.010 0.529 tO.015 0.282 10.010

Cale. 0.187 0.598 0.345

ODWDz, ref lExp. 2 0.134 t0.017 0.271 ±0.020 0.199 ±0.011
Calc. 0.128 0.328 0.232

Dz/Dr (anisotropy) Exp. 2 1.061 to.015 1.203 tO.022 1.o69 ±0.013
*Ca1c. 1.1052 1.203 1.092

(a) Experiment 1 was performed in a reference lattice of 31-rod clusters in
air-filled housing tubes. Experiment 2 was performed in a reference
lattice of 31-rod clusters in D20-filled houning tubes. In order to
obtain the value listed under Experiment 1 for the 19-rod cluster In a
5-inch housing, a value of D3siaiWD,3LD 20 - 1.282 was used.

(b).The errors on the average values of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were
increased slightly over the estimated errors of individual measurements,
to take into account small systematic differences between the results
of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.
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The theory of Benoist( 7 ) was used to obtain theoretical
values of 6D/D to compare with experiment. A recent modi-
rication 8 ) in the calculation of the radial component was
included. The transport mean free paths used in the compu-
tation are given in Reference 5. The results of the calcu-
lation are in two-group form, i.e., fast and slow diffusion
coefficients for the lattices. These were combined to obtain
one-group values by the following equation:

(DL2 \ (Dsair - DS,D 20'\

ref L2 + X test,D2 0 Ds,ref

+ f,air D ,D20 (18)

DtestD20 fD,ref

The calculated results are also given in Table II. The
agreement between experiment and calculation is excellent in
the case with the smallest void fraction (19-rod cluster in
4-inch housing). In the other two lattices, in which the void
fraction is larger, the agreement is poorer. The calculated
anisotropy is still in good accord with experiment however.

SUBSTITUTION MEASUREMENTS

The basic experimental data from the substitution measure-
ments are given in Table III. The radial bucklings of the two
reference lattices, obtained from flux traverses, were 202.15 jiB
for the lattice with air-filled housing and 213.71 jiB for the
lattice with D20-filled housings. Neither the vertical buck-
lings in Table III nor the above radial bucklings are actually
known to the given number of significant figures, of course,
but all significant figures were carried in the calculations
for consistency. The changes in vertical buckling listed in
the last column of Table III have been corrected for tempera-
ture and moderator degradation.

Two-group parameters used in the calculations are listed
in Table IV. In anisotropic lattices, the parameters listed
are for the radial direction. The Benoist theory 7'n0 I was
used to obtain D. and Df. Values of L2 were obtained from
Ds values and values Of Zaeff computed by the P-3 approxi-

mation to transport theory. Values of x are normalized to
X = 128.4 cm2 for 99.6 mol % D20.-
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TABLE IIl

Basle Data from Substitution Measurements

Teat Lattio4
.

Reference Lattice

31 rods, 5" OD
housing, air-rilled

Rode
per

Cluster

31

OD of
flouting,
inches

5

e Vertical
DaO or Number of Buckling of
Air in Test Reference Lattice
Housing Assemblies o0, i±D

3(a)

7
19

19 5 DaO 1
3(a)

7

19 5 Air .1
3(a)

7

31 rods, 5" OD
ho.u1ing, D2 0-f 1ad

31 5 Air I 1

3 (b)

7

19 5 D2 0 1
3 (a)

3 (b)

7

19 5 Air I(a)

3 (b)

7

19 4 D2 0 3(a)
3 (b)

7

19 4 Air 3(a)
3 (b)

7

127.317
127.193
127.193
127.317

126.901
126.901
126.901

126.901
126.901
126.901

217.621
21-I. &el
217.621
217.621

217.1457
217.409
217.409
217.457

217.457
217.409
217.409
217.457

217.469
217.400
217.469

217. 469
217.400
217.469

219.220
219.220
219.220

Change in
Vertical Buckling

am - 0"L

+0.981
+3.009
+6.346

+16.217

+3.174
48.949

.+114.988

+O.813
+2.228
+3.187

-1.029
-3 w 7
-3.123
-7.632

+1.706
+3.942
+3.272
+6.070

-1.154
-3.659
-4.046
-8.994

45.851
+5.437

+10.579

+3.524
43.568
+7.158

+3.447
+5-835
+5.078

l(metal) None
I(b)

7

(a) Test fuel at 1200, one pitch from
(b) Test fuel in equilateral triangle

in center of pile.

center of pile.
one pitch on a side; one fuel assembly

TABLE IV

Two-Group Parameters

Rods
Der

Puel Assembly
OD of I

Housing. Ai
)20 or
Lr In

Cluster inches HousinR Dsw cm

31 5 DeO o.8430

Don cm

1.2061

L2 , cm2

115.9

T, cm

142.6

212.1

137.9

31 5 Air

19 5 D2 0

1.0417 1.4827 130.2

0.8399 1.2137 173.6

p

0.854

0.8148

0.900

0.88719 5 Air .1.1198 1.6027 202.9 229.3

19 4 D20 0.8381 1.2112 174.5 137.3 0.901

19 4 Air ,0.9467 1.3651 181.9 171.6 0.899

1(metal) None - 0.8257 1.2130 456.0 129.3 0.972
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Zs
The one-group perturbation analysis was performed using

the data of Tables II and III. The plots of the Persson type
are shown in Figure 8. The numbers Identifying the data
points refer to the number of test assemblies. Straight
lines viere fitted to the data points by a least squares.anal-
yais, with functions weighted for the individual points pro-
portional to (a 2 - a') 2 . Results are given in Table V.
Results of' the other two methods of analysis are given in
Tables VI and VII. The one-region results{5' 1) to which they
are to be compared are given in Table VIII. A number of cor-
rections are listed in Tables V-VIII. These are described
below.

The first correction, called A(l), accounts for the
presence in the lattice of aluminum guide tubes for control
rods. (The rods themselves were never in the lattice at the
time of the measurements.) The test lattice bucklings obtained
from all these methods of analysis corresponded to the presence
of these tubes in a one-region loading of test lattice. The
values of A(l) used to correct to the condition of no tubes
were based on experiments with one-region loadings(5)
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TABLE V

Seculta of One-Oroup Perturbatic.. *alysea

Referenec Lattice

Bods per
cluster

OD of

Test Lxttice housing,
'Inches

DO or
air In
houoing

0'1, u.13

04, of.E

A(1), gB

&(2), uD

WL *±B (corrected)

p24 03' (corrected)

BD' v.B (corrected)VI

31 RodJ. 51 OD
Iloustng. Air-Pilled

31 19 19

I "-A. C* OD H^lIA s n¢ n nvitl rd

31 19 19 19 19 (meta

5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 None

D2O J)20 Air Air DeO Air D20 Air -

202.2

127.2

95.4

222.6

5.9

45.1

233.6

435.8

0

435 .8

202.2

126.9

132.6

259.5

7.7

+6.2

273.4

475.6

0

475.6

202.2

126.9

2.0

128.9

5.2

-3.1

131.0

333.2

+3.8

337.0

213.7

217.6

-82.2

135.4

4.9

-5.1

I35.2

348.9

+1.5

350.4

?73-7

217.4

24.4

241.e

7.7

0

249.5

463.2

0

463.2

213.7

217.4

-89.0

126.4

5.2

-0.2

125.4

339.1

+2.4

341.5

213.7

217.4

58.4

275.8

7.7

0

283.5

497.2

0

497.2

2:,.7

217.4

1%.3

232.7

3.4

-3.0

233.1

446.8

+4.6

451.4

213.7

219.2

-57.3

161.9

7.8

0

169.7

383.4

383.4

TABUE VI

Results or Two-neglon. Two-Oroup Analysts

31 roed, 5' OD
Reference Lattice housing, Air-Filled 51 rods. 5" Of

/Rods per 31 19 19 31 - 19 is
cluter

OD o

I Houelng. D20-Filled

9 19 19 (metal)

4 4 None5 5 5

I DAO r
t air In

u n-using
D0O D2) Air Air DAO Air D20 Air -

B2, B 329.34 329.:5 329.05 431.33 #31.17 431.17 431.18 431.18 432.93

(reterence lattice)

Bm p 427.3 457.9 325.6 341.3 453.5 324.7 484.7 444.0 -

(calculated teat)

aa. i 133.5 241.? 130.. 210.0 223.5 208.5 228.0 224.6 224.3

p& .. Br - or, PiR
gs 293.8 316.0 195.5 131.3 230.0 116.2 256.7 219.4 81.7

(teat region)

&M. vIB 5.9 7.7 5-2 4.9 .7.7 5.2 7.7 3.4 7.8

+(z) uB +5.1 +6.2 -p.1 -5.1 0 -8.2 0 -3.0 0

; ,), vB 43.3 +7.5 +1.7 0 0 0 0 0 0

(correct d te t region) 138.6 148.1 127.0 204.9 223.5 200.3 228.0 221.6 224.3

(iorrccted test region) 303.0 331.2 202.4 136.2 237.7 121.4 264.4 222.8 89.5

LAD' a. 0 0 .3.3 .4.1 0 +17.7 0 +4.0 0

t' v8 441.6 479.3 332.7 348.2 461.2 339.4 492.4 448.4 313.8

(corrected)

i
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TABLE VII

Reault, of Thro-RA.1.-n % Tw,..l.nr . 5n 1 9l

Reference Lattice
31 Rods, 5" OD

Housing, Air-Fillcd
31 Rods, 5" OD

tlouslng. D20-Fllled

Rods per
cluster

OD of

Teat Lattice housing,
Inches

D20 or
air in
housing

Bme gB

(calculated test)

a', LIB

-B" -oD, _o B

(test region)

b(l), sIB

.S(2), bB

^(3), LI
a', IB
(corrected teat region)

LB
(corrected teat region)

"B2, LB

(2rrt

(corrected)

31 19 19 31 19 19

5 5 5 5 5 5

D2O D2O Air Air D20 Air

427.3 454.1 322.5 340.5 442.0 321.5

133.5 141.9 130.1 210.0 223.5 208.5

293.8 312.2 192.4 130.5 218.5 113.0

vert:
latt:
menti
air-:

two-i
lat t:
cal I
was i
this
regi.
To a
regi'

5.9 7.7
+5.1 +6.2

43-3 +7-5

5.2 4.9

-3.1 -5.1

+1.7 0

7.7 5.2

0 -8.2

0 0

138.6 148.1 127.0 204.9 223.5 200.3

303.0 327.4 199.3 135.4 226.2 IlM.2

0 0 +3.5 +7.1 0 +17.9

whert

usini

441.6 475.5 329.8 347.4 4149.7 336.4

TABLE VIII

Results or One-Region Measurementsis

la*t:
I nde;
must
was
trop
corr,

Teat Lattice

c12 , LB

le, IiB

B2, LB

(corrected)

/Rods per 1
cluster 3

OD or
. housing, 5
Inches

D2o0 0.
air in Dal
housing

31 19 19 1Jr 19 1(metal)

5 5 5 . 4 None

Air D0O Air D20 Air

210.9

228.2

439.1

0

201.9

131.7

333.6

+1.6

213.6

254.8

468.4

0

176.3

145.7

322.0

+7-3

212.7

288.8

501.5
0

213.1

234.5

447.6

+-4.7

398.9(w)

0

The
the:

439.1 335.2 468.4 329.3 501.5 452.3 398.9(e)

Correction to
99.58 mol % D20,
i.B

B , Li

trfnal corrected)

(a) At 99.70 aol % D20
1 m

(b) See Rcterence 6

-21.7 (bl,

_ 377.2

with
on t
dime
ment
wall i
impo
blie
mati
used
a re
asse
This
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The second correction, called A(2), accounts for different
vertical extrapolations ir the reference lattice and test
lattice. Values or A(2) were obtained from one-region experi-
ments 5) and were taken as zero when neither lattice contained
air-filrled housings.

The third correction, called L(3), applied only to the
two-group methods, and only to the cases in which the reference
lattice was anisotropic. When a change was made in the verti-
cal buckling, the relation Ap2 = -. a 2 in the reference region
was used for the two-group codes. For an anisotropic lattice
this leads to an error in 'he rddial buckling of the reference
region of (y -_ l)a 2 , whei y is the anisotropy (Table II).
To a first approximation, this leads to an error in the test
region buckling given by

6)= r (y - 1)(ac2 a2) (19)
Wr

where Wr _W + 1W The correction given by equation (19,

using y 1.08, was applied to the data in Tables VI and VII.

2
The final correction, &Bm. was applied when the test

la'tice was anisotropic. A material buckling does not exist
independent of geometry in this case, and a standard geometry
must be chosen in order to compare data. The geometry chosen
was that which gives a minimum critical volume in the iso-
tropic cylindrical pile; I.e., 52 = 2 The necessary
correction to a 2 + 2 to obtain a 2 + 2 for this geometry is

61 = (2 p 2 ) 3+(?-l) (20)

The one-region results of Table VIII weretalso corrected to
the minimum critical volume geometry by equation (20).

Table IX compares the corrected subs itution results
with the corrected one-region bucklings. The quality control
on the U02 fuel assemblies was not particularly good, and the
dimensions given in Table I represent the average of measure-
ments made on a large number of assemblies. Variation of the
wall thickness of the aluminum housing tubes is the most
important irregularity. Thus the small-samples of fuel assem-
blies used in these experiments could have differed syste-
matically from the average of the large number of assemblies
used in the measurements of Reference 5. In terms of buckling,
a reasonable expectation of the deviation of a single fuel
assembly from the average is felt to be at least ±5 gB.
This results In two types of' errors:
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TABLE XX

Comparleon of

31 Rods, 5" OD
Houhing, Air-Pilled

Corrected Pesultj

tererence Latttce

nods per
cluster

OD or
Test Lattice housing,

D20 or
air In
hous Ing8

31 Rodn. 5," OD H~ousing, Djl°-P1 'led

31 29 19 31 19 19 19 ' 19 (m1tal

5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 None

D20 DaO Air Air DCLO Air D20 Air -

435.8 475.6 33T70 350.14 4s63.2 341.5 497.2 451.4 383.4

D , i.B

m1B" , uB

92Bf,$LB2

Is1 D14

D2 
- B , l B

m2  ine

B3 - B" , PB
f3 ml

441.6 479,3 332.7 34s8.2 461.2 339.4 492.4 448.4 313.8

441.6 475.5 329.8 3547.14 449.7 336.4 - - -

439.1 468.4 >29.3 3)5.2 468.4 329.3 501.5 452.3 3T7.2

-3.3 +7.2 47.7 415.2 -5.2 +12.2 -4.3 -0.9 +6.2

+2.5 +10.9 +3.44 +13.0 -7.2 +10.1 -9.1 -) ,9 -63.4

+2.5 +7.1 +0.5 412.2 -18.7 +7.1 - - -

Note: B'
In

- One-group perturbation result from Table V

- Two-region, two-group resu1t rrom Table VI

B2 - Three-region, two-group result rrom Table VII

B2 - One-region result from Table VIII

* The severn fuel assemblies of a single type may
differ appreciably from the average of a larger
number. This would give rise to systematic dis-
crepancies between the one-region results and
the substitution results even in the two-group,
two-region method of analysis, which uses only
the seven-assembly data.

* If fuel assemblies within the group of seven differ
appreciably from each other, another type of error
would give rise to incorrect slopes of the lines .in
the one-group perturbation method and ineorrect
intermediate region bucklings In the three-region,
two-group method. The latter method Is particularly
vulnerable on this score.

It ie the author's opinion that the scatter of data points
from the straight lines in Figure 8 can be ascribed almost
entirely to these errors. With this point in mind, one can
draw the £ollowir.g conclusions:
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* The one-group perturbation method gave satiplvctory
results in all cases.

* The two-region, two-group method gave satisfactory
results when diffusion coefficient mismatches were
the major problem (as in all of the U02 experiments).
In the single experiment in which there was no dif-
fusion coefficient mismatch but there was a large
mismatch in resonance escape probability, this method
failed rather badly. There is other evidence from
this laboratory indicating the failure of the two-
region, two-group method for this particular
situation

* The three-region, two-group method does not appear
to offer any particular advantage to offset the
increased complexity of the analysis.
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ipacings was also investigated at the Savannah River outside without opening the system. The fuel is put
. :boratory USA [14]. Buckling measurements and in or taken out through suitable lopenings which can
;. ltra cell flux studies were undertaken up to 215° 0. be uncovered along a diameter in a large revolving lid.

Uranium metal rods, diameter 3.05 cm, density
2. Critical substitution experiments 18-76 ± 014 glomn, in the form of lumps placed in alu-

m sninium tubes, ID 3.15 cm, OD 3.45 cm, are used as
2.1 Expenmental procedure reference fuel. The buclding of the reference lattice is

The critical assembly RU [2] is without a reflector, measured with the aid of BFa counters (0-02 atm Bl1 Fa,
. wat& moderatedAndcontainedinanaluminium length 40 cm, diameter 1.0 cm) placed in travelling
tii* (ID 2.25 m height 3.2 In, wall thickness 0.6 cm). piobes. The technique is thd same as is used in the
The vaterlevel in the reactor tank is measured with an exponential assembly (see 3.1 below). However, in R0

I.curacy of 0 c01 m by a level meter in a communi- we need a monitor to normalize the intensity. The
010 e 52 lIrlsgnp tointeer Catg tube. Temperature variations are determined monitor, a larger and mor6 sensitive BP, counter, is
U~tingen lloldsberg. . 4riun L0.01 C by means of iesistance thermometers placed outside tho tank. The counting rate from

XCaldeonlk. 33d. 4 14
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o about fifteen j s S abstitution measurements we have,.'if OP' is put
.. llto:¢ and 0 15-A J,(Pr) sin a z,

r level is measurod v equal t ( a. .:
tern 'ture Cariat- . :: r)dSr
it C, if the 1j1: . IjC5rmR' .' J(fiR) andf= 2.405/R.

deveop. J va n tof mng o. Jay e of measn are only three different regions, eq. (1) may
we haye found that !; thered l wntten as
a important 'when big . . l ( (2).

:ocilicient meaue,
as cooled down to abe;: k.,>r the indices 1, 2, and 3 mean the reference, the I
temperature depead *.i Njwitioni and the test regions respectively (compare i
idings of the level meter <,jig.&)n From eq. (2) it is clear that (B2t-.Bt)W 3 is E

regard to tho differe' *i lnear function of WSII%, such that the intercept i
hewo m nea v w ? B-,Bl and the slope is B, - Bf. Eq. (2) may;he two communicat.n-.

temperature there YS-:; ". fansformed to a form, which is more suitabletempertotthe euitable
vel tube. .- .. . applying corrections due to the perturbed flux
e heavy water may al jd more appropriate for graphical representation.
For the reference lattics ,

ase of the D10 conte.:. •. -
i on a special refeee >Feget the expression
we have a more orlesg*., 5....j . B1 Z -,(
heavy water orrespi B, ; : ?; _ B * (4)
onth t8].W V
above mentioned s .
Iferential measurements ' W. (4a)
be performed wti '*^.~::'

be perform i f fe rlation (4) with adequate corrections [6] is used

ras always measur~d 2'2 >fi~th 'analysis, when differences between diffusion
0.1 -W). We are maly,; , 8,f fieients are negligible.
ter levels and the souri W If.we use two.group perturbation theory we are
neutrons was then fo , baea formula approximately identical .with
ng a, 1he oxperimental :' sq' (4) eicept as regards a small two-group correction
e SaL' 1na >; r Instead of eq. (4) we get [6]

analysis 7 W) }P) = 6B1W+ B' - B) (4b)

periments we define t . e r is approximately independent on the size of 3
.conventional wa,;S tregion but mainly a function of the coupling E

I at tho eorners ofa.t > ' eieents. We may use the following expression I
3swiU be more kinds cf* i.
fuel elements. Thu 'e DJD.+S 8ic,-8f
)fined transition c1T ; iZ DID,+zs , - (4c)t
xe and the test regioan.f s:;s
icept has been combie.: ,here S and T are the coupling coefficients 8, and B,

theory, but we l;ar, tiv ely of ref. 9 and T=(T 1,,+Twt,)12. We
perturbed radial b .> cethat T< 0.

mas also been taken i4j :ia the case of substitution measurements with
.e s'tioded fuel assemblies we are usually forced to take

~egions have the Bame:'t d~i~c ffusion coefficient into account. We may de-
ho well-known result -o. $,io,.6] the following expression
Y [9] - x. r ... ...............

W,s (i.5 .- ) a4)W{sU~A ,2

ic buckling; *cf

proportional to :axial buckling of the whole coreintheperturbed
e unperturbed uxofi t ate,0-tc
miform core and 0' ! b a . aial buckling of region i, when it occupies the
K: By definition we hat a'holo tank,

, . =radial buckling = (2-405/R)i,
- =radial part of the 0SP-dependent statistical

the perturbation thcor I. :- . weight
urbatione. z : fJO, (.r) dS,1aRR' J1' (PR),

;:.3;,o. .J.. .,

_ .. ;..*_ _.
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U. radial part of the (FO)2.dependent weight
function
f J12 (fPr) d S,1n R2 JIa (PR).

Di diffusion coefficient of region i,
3Di = Di-D,, where index I is related to the reference

region.

.The change of the diffusion coefficients according
to the one.group model may be estimated by theoreti-
cal calculations, but it can also be measured in
separate experiments with a single test fuel assembly.
Measurements on a single test fuel assembly in a
reference lattice mean that we investigate a tran-
sition cell .as defined in Fig. 2. Having studied the
axial void effect of the central fuel assembly in a test

A/lenwlixrI A//cerval/ee i

* RifemwceAIuM/: Iah/re/cph I
o- kf bWeR.jcl:/ejPa/llicepilch 1T

Re/-noce ce/l <)b.,dex/) !::i(d'eX I)
intsi/in ccd/f:) + g',7dertJ) ('nd{;extc)U(?Ander.4)

Terl cell Q (index.) Mt (in den :)
Fig. 2. Uxamples of call deflnlUons used l anubaUtuUon experhmens

region of 3 x 3 test fuel assemblies we assume that we
ire able to take the structure of the cell into account
fairly well.

In order to have agreement between one-group and
two-group expressions we find that

W WD, + B.< dD (6 a)

where 6D =D,., -D.r, and the indices 1 and 2 refer
to the fast and thermal groups respectively. S is the
coupling coefficient between fundamental modes
(= S, in ref. 9).

The following relation has been used to analyse
lhe single-rod experiments [6].

, [Di PI ( - Uen ) We + I
f I-.2 +D,(-ITF-x' U,)JW]=O. I

(6)

where index 1 represents the reference region and
index 2 the region investigated, which is just equal to
lho transition region mentioned before. The functions
TY, and U, are defined as

V, = Sain' az dzl(H12) - axial part of the 0P2.depen-
dent statistical weight,

U, = fcs' az dz!(H12) G axial part of the (P 0)'-
dependent weight function.

14*
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When the perturbation penetrates the whole core
we have a purely radial dependence, i.e. , =U,, =L.
Wei now introduce the extra indices e and / represent-
ing the cases with void (empty shroud) and without
void (filled shroud) respectively. Using eq. (6) and
assuming'W,,<1 and as-oal<Ca0 we substract the
equations for the two cases from each other and after
rearrangement we get

Table Ils. Leatices used in-crifical ubsiLution' mureau 0;t
B3 dusters (internal c-c apacing 2-21cm) witwou ZZu4 t

room fet'perature

Square lUoi x rober of xr r
pitch in cm nmbe; er. eltopo

____ test fuel rprubd radius t

R. rt. .

X ,,,dLff; J BdW PR. B

jrvvetigated (Fig. 4). T
slijia during two con s

t,:e water degradation a

,rsbe infTablce in tn2
)ose paeked a lternativer ation investigated.

.n... (~c

WLess uses.II - I I I

19-0 19 0 12 112 115-2 -0071 1 "M !
20-0 20-0 12 96 115-2 -0005-

iEr '-' Ds, 1
(7)

from which relation the change of the radial diffusion
coefficient is determined. Using more common sym-
bols we see that [(n(r/H)t -(n H,)tJ1JJ(r) is a linear

I-
-VIII

/I *W10'

I qrwc

LIr-%V

A'.

-I-"

2 j29

- ' i, - ____

-.%Z V . .~~~~~~1 .............

O /0 4 K,/W
FIg.3. SubsUtution analys In graphleal form stith the call defnrdUon ot the
alternaUve I In g.2. Test lattie pitches 22-3. 24-O and 2J-87 em. The
flgorec next to the points represent the number of clusters In the tet

region. The error limits Indicated correspond to /0-1 cm In height
differences

function of 4' (pr)/J(flr) and (D,,2 -D,,)/DI is found
from the intercept.

When the change of the axial diffusion coefficient
(dD,2) is wanted, we just place the void perturbation
close to the center at a fixed radial position and
investigate its axial dependence by varying its depth.
From eq.- (6) we get

AXs AA u l s' A ss' AA is I -n A An22-6 16-' 0 12 12;4 00D-0 018> -ac pitc24.04 17-0 16 120 115-0 0 025 -0-01' .
26-87 1901 10 120 115-2 -0-019 -° 0012 :- pq.seb ttice vtd liens'
320 16-0 12 132 114'8 +0-017 _ S as* mbl

*'Input datas from ref. 16. . .

19-80 0-21
"-0-3 0-11IThe experimental points have been analys6d bg .87

combining eqs. (4b).and (5) with corrections apjfled;;.:"
for perturbed radial bucklings. 233. Void expenm

Both alternatives of cell definitions (I an'd II) "- the fuel, metal rods
shown in Fig. 2 were used in the analysis. In thc-cae' 2.°l-cm) were famist
of 19.0 and 20.0 cm test lattices there were discre: 2 . wr .ri
pancies of the order of 0-10 to 0.15 m2 botween res! l .s
obtained with the two cell definitions. Alternative I : .
is thought to give the most accurate results in these
cases. The analysis of the test lattices with the pites -'1 :
16-0]/, 17.0 , and l9O0J/2cm gave good agreent
between the two alternatives, if the pointsicons- .
sponding to single test elements were rejected (e;.
Fig. 3). The 32.0 cm test lattice could only be a ,.
lyied with cells according to alternative II.

The results of all these substitution measurements
are given in Table lb. 0.

Table 1b. esealts of critical substiution ,neasurmenis ' 0' . -. 'Ye. 4 csi r x stebg &Ubs2tiution
tdneSera (;nternal c-c spacing 2-21 cm) wuilout shrouds wroovi ' 29 s -57crn rse 1fgures next to t

* cmpcraiure .: f; ksiL::Tie error limits Indies'

Square ...

plttJinDem Ie Ii I- lDii Temp. D.0 coreci j (refce shrouds: I:
Test . -rouds: ID 1127 cm,

T9st lt'. m'28 m' W 3- * mot-% 346 r. itch:of the reference 1
19-0 190 G26 -2764-00fi 3-60 194 90-GG 3S6*0046 * the tcst region 20-87 (s
200 20-0 5679 -1'49±0-08 4'3 19-9 99-65 42900 ' Thie radial statistis
22-63 16-0 7'53 2-2'2i0-0 6 5'31 19-9 5 5 64J 046 s luster was measured
24-04 1790 6-33 -105i0-03 6-2 21' 99-72 d> -ifferent radial positic
26-87 19-0 6-33 1-'05 0-0315-28j 21'5 99-72 5.32 0 5
32-0 1I-0 7-63 -3-42+0-03 1-11119-2 09-e5 4-24+005 * roucandwaterinthe

+0-04 in air, the shrouds. In
* al e t a d 9975i olitdicat level as a func-

Values normalized to 20° C and 99-7 mol-% D, cases-.. It was not possil
:- . .' same day, so that

2.3.2. E/fed o/ inter-al 8pacing. Special expen.: same good accuracy as
ments were carried out in order to get the effect of tYe N ! azred out in Fig
internal spacing (c-c: 2-11 or 2-21 cm) on the materia l.`' i can ao of the radial difl
buckUng. Three different square lattice pitches werCe.e ; cell was found to bo oL
investigated, namely 19-80, 22-63, and 26-si cil : .The axial statistical
respectively. With a test region of nine (3 :X : 3 . luster was measured v
*clusters, c-c: 2-21 cm, the central test fuel aa-sembll * near the reactor centrn
wasexchangedwithanotherhavinganinternalsPa. I Iseiembly was in this.
of 2-11 cm. In order to minimize temperature dlrdft:' * efcrence rods, square
the moderator was not lowered during the fuel ex- -;>- -Shos" the critical heig
change. Because the fuel assemblies are equal :eicpt ' :IThe analysis according
as regards the internal spacing we are convinced thWt f"OrrminFig.6bandther
the perturbation analysis of the experiments iwith. Wh.lchvalue refers to at
single fuel assembly is reliable. However, at the latti* r --1:.,. 'Dlnig lb the pointslpitch 26-87cm progressive substitutions WitC . : dept arge dopoth
maximum number of 9 clusters of each kind wer- X oz. that the elopes of tf

*- ;' .. ..

OCS - l 1 G W * ~ '~
a' .- , - GI1 ( a as _ T , (8)

2.3. Results of critical substitution experiments

2.3.1. Measurments on fuel without shroud at room
temperature. Most of the measurements were carried
out with clusters having an internal c-c spacing of
2-21 cm. The various test regions investigated com-
prised 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, and 16 clusters. Datas of the
lattices used are collected in Table I a. The two group
parameters necessary for evaluation of P and MDID
were obtained from ref. 16. Experiments to deter.
mine dDID with R 3 fuel assemblies without voids
did n6t give sufficient' accuracy. From the values of
MIDD given in Table I a we see that the effect of

eIN : different diffusion coefficients in the various regions
cannot be neglected.
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ivestigated (Fig. 4). These measurements were per.
Bin1e during two consecutive days in order to keep
be wvater degradation at a minimum. The results arcoectP in Table 2 and they show that the most
,ese-packed alternative has the larger buckling in the
~o.on ,vestigated .

;ble i: Dif/ercnuc in naterid 6ucHing betwcen .13 (e-c:
:$1I cam) and R3 (c-c: 221 cm) at room temperature

r6nsiu: Critical ind exponential experiments 195

of the axial void experiment nine (3 x3) R3 clusters
formed a test region with a square lattice pitch of
19-0 - r cm. The void effect of the central cluster
was investigated and we found (cf. Fig. 6 b) that
i'D,,jD=0.085+0.0071. This value should be valid

*1t

.. '777�7 .. ....

X- . - ISqn= 13tUce p tcb

.. '.CM - -

.B'12fl)-WZ.2i

Meae. with sing)e tual Progreslvr subst.
assembly In test region I eau. (see Fti. 4)

mr m5

_ .

00.53 0 41 6:+0 0 10 '.. g X9~~180 0-212 +0013 ....._
have been analysdb i¢ 1323 01 17_0 01ha e b en a a y ed b-.. .: 887 0-027 +0-004 0-0264-0014
with corrections applinj..

2.3.3 Void experiments. In the void experiments
defiitins I ad ~ allthe ifuel, metal rods as well as R3 clusters (c-c:

he anlysis. In t were furnished with alumrinium shrouds
tices there -were discre..,
0.16 m-2 between resuls . .,..: .: -- . at I
finitions. Alternatiic-ll:i 'W:< r _
tecurate results in theset '
lattices with the pithei' : .I

m gave good agreement.*, T~*
is, if the points co:re-.- eR,
tents were rejected (ef i'
tico could only be a,.s .
alternative iL ,

3stitution measuremeni : .

ifutior m-uttrements on ;>:;7 , rrOgRcest~e substitution measurement of buckling difference bet..
m) t * 4 Amro at aeneust lUwthz 211cn nd2m21 cmt Inetrnai spadJng. Test lattielcim:

* * a: oo7 §>t.:S .2S 87 am; The tlgures Uanext`to the points represent the number ct dbs=
ire t. . ted. The error lnmit Indicated correspond to 0-1 cm In the water

height

Tetmp. D.O t r. rnce shrouds: 11) 6.30 cm, OD 6-50 cm; test

*C miol-% a> ..s: ID 11-27 cm, OD 11.50 cm). The square
_;. t ,of the reference lattice was 1900 cm and that of

610-4 99 65 3*46+ o6' >lhe test region 26.87 (= 19.0 * 1) cm.
319-9 99-65 634>l. ,Thc radial statistical weight of. one single R3
4 21-8 99-72 6-46±0Q .. ,Cter was measured in two steps at each of six
2 21-5 90-72 5-32:0-.05f*.;4- .Aifferent radial positions: 1. air in the whole R3
119L!2 99-66 4-244+0-065 .- ~jhudandwaterin the reference shrouds, and 2water

*;s4cc l:;3.1.he shrouds. In Fig. 6a we have plotted the
and 99-75 mol-% D O. *" if' l ^,.ritical level as a function of thc radius for the two

* .¢ t:,5 a.0Se.: It was not possible to measure all the points on
* ., ti'~same day, so that these curves do not show the

pacin. Special expct .:'segood accuracy as found by the differential ana-
r to get tho effect of te y',is carried out in Fig. 5b according to eq. (7). The
2-21 cm) on the material' ';.s; ' 'cii ge of the radial diffusion coefficient of a transition
tare lattice pitches wer* ,. : . edwas found to be dD,1JD = 0.077 ! 0.002.

22-63, and 26-87 c . The axial statistical weight of void in a single R3
sion of nine (3 x3) R '; .' ,luster was measured with the test fuel in a position
intral test fuel assembltn ..ii .. ; ca the reactor centre (r =1343 cm). The test fuel
ving an internal spacing! .isse'ibly was in this case first surrounded only by

imize temperature dri': . eene rods, square lattice pitch 19.0 cm. Fig. 6a
red during the fuel . .. shows .he crtical height versus .the void depth (z).
imblies are equal except * .. 55ec analysis according to eq. (8) is given in graphical
j we are convinced tha . s.fO'minFig.6b andtheresultis dDjD=0-103 +0 0071
the experitments wit! . .. hiChValue refers to a transition cell. In a second part

-H owever, at t elti ee o d p r
substitutions with :.*In ig.8b the points given dorrespond only to small void

s of each kind were alX , d-ecpt3 Larger void dopths were also taken Into acoount which. of e. kn e ac that the slopes of the lines in Fig. 3b are well defined.
;,, '. N y .

-S4 :¢.. 1.

Flg. Sa *nd b. DermtnaUon of .DdD izom single-chstr experiments.
Reference lattice pitch: 190 cm

cm

If I--

W��

A 6 ��

4 Vai.l /A(z

a'U
Ift. ea and b. Determlnation of D.DD frOm single-cluster experiments.

Reference lattice Pltch: l-Oem. Test lattice pitch: 26,s7cm

for a test cell. We now assume that we are able to
correct the radial value clD, IJD found in Fig. 6b and
get 6D,.JD as follows.

ID,3JD = °(0.077 L0 -002)-0-063 + 0-007.

The substitution measuremtents on R3 fuel assem-
blies with shrouds were carried out in three steps at
every sub'titution: 1. air in all the shrouds, 2. air in the
R3 shrouds and water in the reference shrouds and,
finally, 3. water in all the shrouds. The cases 2. and 3.
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were here analysed by means of eq. (5) with correc-
tions made for perturbed fluxes. We found that a
complete void in the R3 fuel caused a positive ractivity
change.

All the results of void experiments on R3 fuel are
given in Table 3. The notation "d means the
change of buckling paused by void, but sinceX.M/M$1_
the value 6B' old -0-19 m-2 is related only to a system
with a radial buckling of 4.37 m2. In the case of
anisotropy (Ml2/M[± I) the buckling of a critical
assembly is dependent on the geometry of the system,
i.e. the ratio between height and radius. If the radial
buckling is e.g. 3.00m-n we get' 8o13d-0-16m 2

instead of 0-19mnv.

at'e ao *C se
fien~aeralvre

Fla. 7. Critical substitution meuuremente of buckling *a temperature.
Referencs by-he pitch: 10-Oent. Test (RtS) ldst ers pitch: 19On Jccmt
Figures by the curves respreset numbers of ES clusters used In ine tosi

regions. Coneentrstion of D.O: 90967 menl-S

6ts8X: Critical and exponential experiments Feck i. nfteG R. Pans

permissible to raise the temperature above 50° C . r 10- 3 cm) and in ti
new test regions consisted of 4, 6, 9, and 12 R3 Ctiust er (r i=1909 cm).
'in order to get more points for the analysis. Frc, a e probe coincides wit
comparison between the two investigations i e on >: place any fuc i
elude that the first run of the reference lattice i 3.2-. .ci
some systematic error. 32. Xd;

The buckling-points of each lattice arrangcme e . 1g-t radialbucklinga
are plotted versus temperature in Fig. 7. The foIow calculated according
simple function of the temperature was then fitted. toj.° 3 ' and 4. However
each set of experimental points. . , . :Ctrrc extrapolation4 -psIserchangedfs

B2 = a + b aT C (AT)2. I 99s iherechne
.B; bT'(T 2to 1;5-0-3 cm (new pl

The analysis according to eq. (4) may be app'ied a better fit to in
each of the coefficients a, b and c separately The .:, betaeen the exponenti
temperature coefficients b and c are given in Table4 a^ jihtv. The main reas

... ;-: the tank wall is i
Table 4. Temperature coelficients b and c according to c 0 if) .3 to '0-4 cm thick, and
within the temperature range 20" C:5T_50"C and ' ; , ' al with regard to epi

A T.T- 35C. Concentration ol/ DO: 99-6mo7 S "..; gwn Since we have

Squar ltic biOci10*-1~ ni~e elements weFuel I pitco hm--- | adl buckling with a

;.The axial neutron.
Reference 19*0 -923 003 I -2300 .';: suitable for met
R 3 2-87 -7-93+0-24 _-002 T-0 4 p ei by

3. Exponential measurements CA (T)

3.1. Experimental procedure, .. .* wcqp(z;T)istheba
' ' 4;''be found theoretically

The exponential assembly ZEBRA has been ds-'-.i v by the joints is h
cribed previously [3]. [4]. However, since thenat" , be discussed.below.:
has been moved from Stockholm and rebuilt at the : ', The analysis of ml
Studasvik site. The diameter is still only 1 00 m ' .' Azurc is made by t
the height has been increased in order to mal~e it 4
possible to use the same kind of fuel as in R0.Ihc:g,.. .C> =eY'ad
Ba.-c-Be sources of about one curie have been ti..: Z-6Z)
changed for Sb-Be sources giving about the same :.^: irherzis varied, 6z is
neutron intensity. The sources are now placed in a '.' .s i iis aconstant (half ti
graphite pedestal below the tank. " The left-hand side of e

The water can be heated up by circulation througl S..,4-,unc;ion of l/N(zj +y;6.
an external electric heater. The minimum heating-p ,j t he background intensil
time from 20 to 90° C is about 10 hours. of z nor a pure cosine dii

The axii~l flux distribution in thb exponential~ ' 'c7tsomething between.
assembly is measured by a travelling probe cortabng In, rder to be able ti
two sensitive BFF counters (filled with 0.8 atm B°F, .' : caused by the joints we:
length 40 cm, diameter 1 0 cm). The counters are piy ,d , ito be just equal to the
horizontally in the U-slsaped probe which is drivcn up. ieans that there must
and down by a synchronous motor. The countmn". ate vailable if such a pri
is integrated over predetermined height intervals. *m1 '.Afte the determination
pulse-counting channels have a dead-time of abQgt f the iirostructure of tI
1-0 pseo (determined by the main amplifier) and thelit If measurements- of
registered maximum rates are such.that corrections t J."I. means of the travelling
to the dead-time have to be applied. Pulses finomM'. flsn temperature, we n
two separate counters are fed to a mixer via their pre- .. for all analysis.
amplifiers. The mixed rate as well as the indindi2..g f T-aT) A(T+dT)
counting rates arc registered simultaneously by Aea5 d - ^ T)A (T)
of a printer.. Such an arrangement makes it pOSSIbl4.
to get a practically instantaneous measure of the deI ad :51+ q.(z; T
time and the constancy of the electronic system. I +O'

Two different lattices with 21-0 cm and ."-0 c , Aa the changes genera
square pitch were investigated. The number of fud.-0 . * alowcx to write
assemblies used to fill up the ZEBRA tank was 16 ans :, I;'Xz, T.dT) 1 dA
12 respectively. The cross-section of the tank A55 ; ° 4 dT
exactly filled by the cells, but special experiments A I.
dicatc that the uncertainty caused by this mismach i(
probably less than 0-1 rn 2. In the first case the ceUtrs'RA A. 11 -

axis of the tank was situated between two cidl~ ..: .

" O; ,,

Comparison with the result without shrouds in
2.3.1 yielded the negative effect caused by shrouds
(without void). The plastic tubes, which fed the
pneumatic bottom valves with compressed air, were
estimated to decrease the buckling by 0.03 A'4.

Table 3. Results from e measurements on B3 dustera (ac:
2-21 cn) with shroad at 220 and 90-70 mol-% D,O. Square
laice pitch: 26 87 cm. The meaning of 8B'old iJ given in the text

alla, d , Rs|d S 2B"e
Ass m- nr'

0-085 0.003 1.021 +0-19 -0-70
F0 0007  0 0007 E0010 4f0-03 + 0-07

2.3.4. Temperature coelficient. The critical height
was measured periodically during the warming-up
period. In some eases the temperature was stabilized
by adjusting the electric power just to counterbalance
the heat losses. 'A comparison between the two ways
of measuring showed only a small systematic difference.

The temperature variation of the radial buckling
has been calculated according to ref. 4. The main
contribution is due to the thermal expansion of the
reactor tank, whereas the change of the effective
extrapolation length is quite small.

The investigation wis first carried out with B, 12,
and 16 R3 clusters up to 80-90"C0 However, the
results of these measurements indicated that there was
something wrong. It was therefore decided to repeat
the experiments. Because of mechanical difficulties
(undesirable pressure phenomena at scram) it was not

W : e have: 0-19'-(4-37-3-00) (1-G/ )N=0-16m-'.
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Lure above 60 a: ,) B j.cm) and in the other case between four Tho quantities dCAdT and d(qcIN)JdP can be
0, and 12 R3 ete .. y stes (r =19-09 cm). Because the horizontal part of evaluated once for all from measurements at various

the tr-lysis. rorael.robe coincides with a diameter of the tank we constant temperatures.
nest ons we ci. 'jnrot'place any fuel in the center.
refe 'I lattice 8; . 3.3. Reau1s of cxponentlia measurents

Ii; '. 3.2. Mclhod of analyszs~ 3.3.1. KIeasureme'nts at room temperature. We chose
lattice arrangcmeat'~ i ; i~.dial buckling and its temperature dependence a total number of 20 invervals, 7.71 cm each, corre-
ig.I7. tThe followjg., hb iated according to the procodures given in- sponding to a total range of 154.2 cm, which is just

ire was then ittod H 3 and 4. However, the differences between the
*. vg fectiVi' extrapolation radii of the fast and the slow 2a

(d T)'. - ' gr o p s is h ere chang ed from 1 .05 + 0.30 cm (old valu e)  ' 12 /X let a a? m-
*3 cm (new preliminary value) in order to 6 \-zacsstam in-

(4) may be applied to . . better fit to intcrcomparison measurements *- .

d c separately. - '; .een the exponential assembly and the critical .
are given in Table'4 s.. ..' The main reason for such an adjustment is Fme1-RJ-cag 22/crV

d ' " -': > the tank wall is covered with borated plastic, \ afilepich: i Cmgn
7Z e .eg (Si :' 0:4 cm thick, and the effective thickness of the' -
; DJO, 0.967 mol.% tvSlwit regard to epithermal neutrons is not 'well

_ > yao'fn. :.Since we have a heterogeneous system with ,x-/caw.Wods
-.. :: .... > efev elements we are not able to measure the l/pOCififlfe

e ra-/rci ' buckling with any high degree of accuracy. ' ' jam/s
_;:U- '<3ii2-5e'txil eutron distribution N (z; T) in the setwrg-ndsu

003 -0b02300":' • iicstitable for measurements is assumed to.be . *A-dsihzru/ctr&xk- *-0-2{-02 :E0-02 $ .g ebi ~dt/sJ0*24 - i.:Te5.i1nurn dsrbto (n )i h /iJ/dPulQSff

irements : ~-:NzS=()etT(-)9~;i) 1)z \
'OCedUre * t. "Ywiiere v (i; T) is the background. The value of zO can

" . ' found theoreically [3], [4]. (The microstructure 1A
IBRA has been des. caused by the joints is here neglected but this problem 'rig.s. Zvluatlio of axial bucklin nmeauremoent at 22 0 In ZEBRA.iever, since then i$ ; > 1 be discussed below.) Lute pitch: 20 cm

a and rebuilt at thv; ' :&.lih analysis of measurements at any.constan_
Itill only 1-00 m, bt * mperature is made by taking the following ratio

norder to mk t. .:, "Ix X _z
fuel as in R TbR : x i ____e'_____ I-9 ;.A

murio .-e been N~$.~z+a'-6 AV(flb a 6 X
ng a t the sa r ns'h z. isvaried, a z is the length of one interval and .r /0
Ire n- placed in a ;.'e S a constant (half the total number of intervals). * II

* e : '~lie.1eft-hand side of eq. (11) is obviously a linear . I i
r circulation through .I/ i::.netion of IIN(zi+noz), if 9, is constant. However,
ninimum heating up '; iibo ackground intensity 9I(2) is neither independent . '5?
hours. * ; pure cosine distribution (fundamental mode)
in thc exponential .: Ltornethiag between.
ing probe containin>. :,) :j: order to bo able to neglect the flux perturbation I
with 0.8 atm B1OY2.t°FA: c by the joints we have to choose n. 5z in eq. (11) I

e counthrs are pla a.. . tz i equal to the length of one fuel smetion. It \
e whioh is driven up:g that there must be at least three fuel sections

r. The counting raA '-Mvaitble if such a procedure should be successful. '0
eight intervals. Th5W, Aler the determination of v and 9, by means of eq. (11) .

dead-time of about, jioicretructure of the flux is easily found. I Fuel
i amplifier) and the:~ "-'- If measurements -of .N(z; T) are carried out by i.0Thmcttrteeiteaxlfu itiblomauedih P
that corrections dua of the travelling probe during a continuously cou*tara [i ZEBRAU. The Countere were placed hbrizonally In the modera-

ied. Pulses from e.o s ng temperture3 we may utilize the following ratio tar midway between lUi aseenblloa. Square lattice pitch: 21'cm
mixer via thit s ><>X'n:analysis.
mie as the , isa. alys. equal to the length of two fuel iections. The ratio

taneou) A,(T+rT) .e9-JV(r+4T)-i(!)lCs-..)X N(zi)lN(zj+n~z) according to eq. (11) was taken
nta sly by mesns AU) (12) between points In equivalent axial positions, i.e.
neasure of the dea .. "- '.. ' ' X l + (g; TdT)-eVC?+Thb"SAlf4 n =10 and ndz -77-1 cm.
cetronie system. I +, ' (z:2) _ CT).(js-4)A * An example of the analysis by means of eq. (11)
1.0 cm and 27.0c ,... AS the changes generally are rather small, w are is shown in Fig. 8, where Ni =N(z') and NiVs-
rhe number of ftl... lowed to write N(zi+10 6z). The effect of joints is practically eli-
RA tank was o a wt '. minated. The buckling values corrected to 200 C and
of texp tank was In .-( 1 X 99-75 mol-% D,O 18] aro given in Table 6.
real experiments A The microstrueture in the exponential distribution
by this misma . (13) is -BhOWn in Fig. 9. The flux peak caused by a joint is
first case the c ntri *.X I _ N T iTdt las large as 6% in the moderator between the clusters,
itween two clustZS dT here the detectors were placed.
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Table 6. RBeults from erxonential miuurements on 1R3 /utl
(c-c: 2-21 cm) at 20° 0 and corrected to 99*75 inl-% DO

square ( 0S1)lattlim pitch I(2.404812t)
cm m- 1 * m

21-0' 20-6540-16 I 15-8440-03 4-8140-16
27-0 20-83±0-15 15-47±0-03 5-36+0-16

3.3.2. Temperaturi coefficient. These experiments
wero performcd in two ways:

a) two runs at constant temperatures, 22 and 89° C
respectively, and analysis ace. to eq. (11);

b) measurements during the temperature riso up
to 89° 0 and analysis ace. to eq. (13).

The results arc presented in Table 0 and in Fig. 10,
which shows the graphical analysis acc. to eq. (13).

tV 2 .10 ,m C A0

Fig. 10. Evaluation of temperature coathicnt Sasurements In ZKIRBA
with continuously rising tnmperiture. Temperatumr regioll: S3-5' C-.

Pitch: 27-0 cm

'6xtsia: Critical and exponontial experiments iT
The modified ono:group perturbation theory co, *

bined with a now definition of cells is of course noc t,*e: .
only way to analyse the substitution measurcilij;rf
but we have found thc method to be at least asIL-- I
as any other theoretical treatmcnt applied [7i;rtio]
[11] and the computational work is comparativeliy
simple. It is also worth while to point out that -4ththe' j
usual definition of cells it is difficult to get a uniquely
determined boundary between the test and-:the..
reference regions when the pitches are unequal C.
we take the real form of the regions into accoun.t -wj
have found that the shape of the test region x
vary considerably with a constant number of rods &A
the results are still interpretable [6].

The method of analysis has been checked in ta0
cases using only reference fuel where comrplete
critical substitutions were obtainable. The reference
lattice pitches were in these cases 21.0 and 160 c,'
while the pitches of the test regions were 21-0il'r cm
and 16 OVf cm respectively. The agreement we.. good
within 0-05 m 5 , when the total differene of the ;
buckling was about 2-5 m-' and the largesI test region '
used in' the extrapolation procedurewsls.ts
16% of the core [6]. With a test lattice pit'h of
19-O1/2 cm the maximum number of 10 R3 cle"S..ers I
corresponds to roughly 20% of the core. .

The information we get about the transition regioni
may also be of some value. The slope of any of the i
lines in Figs. 3 and 4 tells us how much the butikciJng :
Bl of the corresponding transition region deviates '
from the mean value (B+ BI,)/2 as may be seen fro ''
eqs. (3) and (4). The buckling of the transitior re'gion
is approximately given as the mean buckling of the.m
test and the reference regions taken at a moderato-to ;
fuel ratio which is equal to that of the transition regio''

The measurements of the 19.0- O * cm lattice- give
a positive slope in Fig. 3, but at the 17-0 -V cm lattice '
we get an approximately horizontal linb. This faet is
possible to explain by realizing that the moderator to-
fuel ratio of the transition cell is smaller than t-_t ofi
any of the other two cell configurations. If we decrea.se
the test pitch to 16-O /cm (reference pitch lc0cm) 5
we get, as we expect, a negative slope. ,

Fiom the positive slope of the line in Fig.4we -.
conclude that the buckling difference between the
two fuel alternatives increases with decreasing latticc
pitch (moderator-to-fuel ratio) as is also found cxpert
mentally (sCe Table 2). :

Our interpretation of void experiments with single -
clusters in a reference lattice involves sys8catiC .:
errors. The method has been checked on a 19-0 cM3
lattice containing only reference fuel surroundca by..
aluminium shrouds, ID 6.3 cm and OD 6-5 em 6].
The changes of the one-group diffusion coefficients.
when a void was introduced were found to be (DJD I
=0-120:10-018 and 6DID=0-083±0-004. Ts
values were then used to analyse substitution meaae . I.
ments with voids. The buckling difference mea -':
directly was 0-274 + 0-004 m' and the substi'utiii6
experiments gave results, which agreed ivithin about
0-01 m 2 when the test region occupied up to 10% .-
the core. However, in this case the test fuel andi tC
reference fuel were identical except regarding the VO d
By making also axial void measurements on the CcO:
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' latic.s and positive
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: Ling by means of spec

but vcere not able to
during the time availal
.- Buddeing valuqes at

;(c-e 2-21 cm) vithour
TIhe resiults obta~ined a
,tosy t14) are also given
d-.ffercnt internal spaci

Tablc 6. Temperature coeffijcen measurements ol 213 fuel
(c-c: 2-21 cm) in ahe exponenial asemcly. Squarc lattice pitch:

27-0 cm. Concentration of DJO: 99-P? mol-%

Temp 1-0 dB, mean
Drop| dT dT X i tamp.

' mm-/c r-ro *c

22 16-584±0-0 -1-5±0-3 -7-940-8 55
89 16-01±0-04 -5 0-
33-89 (See ig. 10) -1-5±0-3 -8-44±0-4 * 61

Mean value -8-3+0-4 60

The points analysed in Fig. 10 correspond to four
consecutive runs (upwards-downwards-upwards-down.
wards) over a length, of about I m. The two runs
upwards are combined ace. to eq. (13) as are also the
two runs downwards. The points of Fig. 10 represent
the mean of tho two combinations. In this way the
uncertainty of the correction due to dAfdT is reduced
to a minimum. The axial temperature gradient during
the heating-up period is less than le C/m and assumed
to be negligible.

4. Discussion of results
A baro critical facility like RO is found to be very

suitable for high-precision buckling measurements by
means of the substitution technique. The minimum
geometric buckling (~5.4 mrn) is comparatively high
for fuel assemblies proposed for power reactors, but
the core geometry is very clean and corrections due
to neutron reflection are negligible.
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rturbation theory co. " >;d cluster in a test region of 3 X3 similag clusters we
,ells is of courso not t" . .. loi to be ablo to got an appropriate correction factor.
titution measurencn The effect of the shroud (-0.70mr-) is rather largo
to I least as- d with theoretical calculations (12]. 11owever,wr.en l7] (loj $t' ;,'.osCllator measurements showed [13] that tbework comparatived . orption of the aluminium shroud was about 30 per
point out that wit t, ;- ltihier than expected, which partly accounts for
.ficult to get a uniquely 5tbe' ascropancy.-
in the test and tie; : £ -
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the 17.0 - / cm lattici '
intal linb. This fact ; . t

that the moderatoro-. "

is smaller than that of . .
rations. If we decrse-v . .. w .'. .

ference pitch 16-0 c fV: .- MRes ae-nc~nfs; Z(BA'.
3 slope. { ' I ::ifesuemef&/r et4'/ /4'
the line ist Fig.4 .-pert
-fference betwe thM~ /O /O IC ex
Aith decreasing lath crX. ,; : .emperature

.s is also found expen .I hii ; .ucking s * temperature. lstsrcmpearlson between difforent~ ~.inmntson tS lusters. The curese are shifted scosewhat verticaily
to be distingulmhed from each ether

'perimnents with single
* involves systemati The fuel gaps in the joints between fuel sections
checked on a 100 .. perturbations, which can be interpreted as
:e fuel surrounded by >, . axial regions With larger moderator-to-fuel ratio. We
t and OD 6.6 cm [6J. - v ..ot made any correction for these gaps. Such
diffusion coefficientS . ^ coireetion should be negative for close-packed
re found to be dDf/)• V..ttices and positive for larger lattice pitches [14].
0.083 + 0.004, These e have tried to measure the gap effect on the buck:
substitution measure g by means of special perturbation measurements
g difference measure . Lut were not able to do so with sufficient accuracy
and the substitution '.;. . durmg the time available for the experiments.

t agreed within about ;a Bucling values at room temperature for clusters
*coupied up to 10% of.- . (c 2.21 cm) without shrouds are plotted in Fig. 11.
the test fuel and the .: e r obtained at the Savannah River Labora-'

ipt regarding the void - ry l are also given, but they aro corrected for the
turements on the cc * .. eent internal spacing (c-c: 2.11 cm) by means of
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the experimental values in Table 2. The theoretical
curve in Fig. 11 was calculated according to the
Swedish recipe [12].

IHowever, the gap effect was treated in a simplified
way, the change of resonance absorption being neglec-
ted [16]. Part of the discrepancy between theoretical
and experimental curves is certainly due to this fact.

The temperature 'eoefficient of the buckling has
been studied at three different facilities, RO (20 to
50° C), ZEBRA (20 to 900 C) and the pressurized,
high-temperature suberitical arrangement PSE at the
SRL (20 to 215° C) [141. An intercomparison is made
in Fig. 12 where the experimental values are plotted
versus temperature together with a theoretical curve
(12]. The curves are shifted somewhat vertically to be
distinguished from each other. The slopes, i.e. d1Bl 2 dT,
agree fairly well below 50° C but the discrepancy
between experiments and theory increases with tem-
perature.

For comparison with our temperature cocfficicnt
measurements we may also mention experiments done
in ZEEP (IS] on 19-element U02 clusters (U0O diam.
1.32 cm, hexagonal lattice pitch 21-59 cm), wbich
gave the result dB2/dT =-0-0113 O0-009 m*/o C
(20°<T<70 C). The measurements were made with
55 clusters in the central part of ZEEP, and the
buckling was determined by flux mapping.
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igh Tmcnperaturo :Exponential Measurements and Room Tcmperaturo Critical Substitution : eovcd from each coi
MIoasuromonts on Swedish R3/Adam Fuel Assemblies in Heavy Water , thi center of a fuel a.

f tche tank; for a mod(
By NORlMAN P. BAUMANN, WILLAAM E. GRUVES, EDWARD J. IIENNELLY and QEoROR F. O'Nsar L S 'aquare, formed 1

(Savannah River Laboratory, Aiken, South Carolina, U.S.A.*) :t the eentcr of the I
With 11 Figures in the Text - easurmnt in

(Receved arch6, 162) bs~titiofl techniqu.Rctiv March 5, 1S62) It . of UO. rod clusters i
> 5gion containing the

Summary. The Savannah River Laboratory has performed physics studies on DO lattices of fuel essemblies Intended fnor 1;. iw matched to
R3/Adam reactor being built by A. B. Atomenergi. Buclcling temperature coefficients up to 220° C were measured at sqca~n ," j*o for comparal
lattice pitches of 240, 27.0 and 30.0 cm center-to-centor, between fuel essenmblies, in the I'ressurized Subcritical Expedumebt cr *tt ix thermal
(PSE). Central cell foil activation traverscs were also made at room temperature and at 2170 C. Two buckling measureents .es erma
room temnperature wore made in the Proocss Dovelopmont Pile (PDP) at triangular piiles of 2327 and 30-8 cm nsing a substit -i ' a" d fast and slow di
tion technique in which P3IAdam fuel replaces similar assemblics composed of smaller diameter oxide rods. The experiments. :caster of 1.27 cm ox
results compared well with calculations. .* . desircd match is shoi

: . .i;copier poison positio
A pntroduchi-S Discusseon -on tused under the PD]

As part of a Swedish-U.S. cxclange program on Description of B31Adam Fuel Asseinblies .. - f tn the PDP, the
D3O moderated power reactors, the Savannah River T c :: f . triangular lattice pitdl
Laboratory (SRL) was requested to .measure the The Swedish UOi fuel was i the formi of sirltera, l.ttice arrangement a
bucklings of DO moderated lattices utilizing natural pees calo- Z.:gs e 3. The outerm

tubes having an outer diameter of 1-87 cm and aafl w ith 1ithium-aluminu
thickness of 0.075 cm. The density of the oxide n tbe :. iter. These were use
individual pellets was 10-4 to -10-6 g/cm3. Elach'tbe m.'. ately equal radial
w s abo ut 77 cm in length and was welded clsed at ,..... g otiaximums ensitivi

30cnt. both ends. Helium gas filled the unused spaceinde'4 .*' The next region cons:
the tube. Fuel assemblies were clusters of 19 such rods 18, itch as the test fuel.
arranged as shown in Figure 1. No shroud tubes wene ..1h tekt fuel. At each
used on the clusters. In the exponential experimens :- tt.regions were use,
two lengths of rods were connected together-to 6ine blies ind the other 12.
fuel assemblies approximately 164 cm in length. Iii w, ere ':ssentially iden
the PDP experiments, three lengths were connected pitc h

_ ) \ +) together to make assemblies that were about 231 cma.
in length. At the junctions between fuel roda there PSE Buc* y Y,,'>were vertical gaps 4 .5 emn long in which no fuel .,*13: vA] > / present. '.. - .:Q .:-.:^ The exponential b

(xpers()enfal Facilities . pirily on measure:9 0 Exponential buckling measurements were made in * betions, In the PSE
the Subcritical Experiment (SE) [5] and the Presscr -.- ' by activating indium

Oxide Rod: 1addki OD tl7cm ized Suberitical Experiment (PSE) [23. The SE 0o - 051-cm thick in an
iCeddkiq Thickneurn. tube w0d2 de/c/s ODs Ao7cm sidsts of a cylindrical aluminum tank, with an inzidc . .aunlum tube 'wa

U4 PreokY--C/cd) diameter of 152.4 cm; it is sheathed with 0.076 c o approximately equidi
cadmium and placed vertically above the Stindaird . The inner diameter
Pile (BP), a graphite, enriched uranium reactor [61], 1W -7 the wall thickness wa

uranium oxide felThe PSE consists of self-pressurizing carbon steel tank' -support provided for
uranium oxidefuelassembliesof Swedish design. These approximately 168 cm in diameter that can be he4tO ; .- 'which were an alloy c
fuel assemblies, which are intended for later use in the up to 220° C by steam coils. The tank is lined 'wih, fofis wvere counted on
R3JAdam reactor t1] being built south of Stockholm, stainless steel. Neutrons are supplied by 6 retractale :.-i a automatic counter
were furnished to SRL by A. B. Atomenergi. The Sb sources positioned inside fixed Be tubes.' ' ' corresponding poi

primary purpose of the experiments was to obtain The substitution critical measurements were Zadc 'S '" IBM 650 routine v
measurements of the temperature coefficient of ThIcePjvP le`Ast' ieares fit of a
buckling in SRLs unique pressurized xponentialhe i the Process Development rile (PDP) [3]. Te? .. tA to the experimentalconsists of -a bare stainless steel tank 494.7 ehcm nds napiue s h
PSE [2]. Secondary purposes included the measure- meter. Its effective height is contolled by D0 c * - * to length, is* the
ment of lattice cell flux distributions at room temp. d ws limited by the Iength of the fuel assemble c hose n from ealsie
raturo and at 217' C and the determination of room anChi etclpsto ntetn wtrheightro palusr 6.
temperature bucklings in SRL's critical facility, the ' <'*wter height plus 5-4
PDP [3]. In a separate paper [4] from A. B. Atom. . :A and x are va
energi the buckling measurements are compared with Lauice Arrangements I.>:teions differ by le
experiments that were done later in the Swedish For the exponential experiments the 19-roial s & ' EForrects for time.
reactor, RO, and in the Swedish Exponential, ZEBRA. ters of I3fAdam fuel were arranged' in squar" littiq. *'. k;round and deadl

The Informatign. contained In this article was developed arasAtte3c an27mpchs1 smb'*. It fiswetet
during the oourse of work under contract AT(07-2)-I with the were arranged in a five-by-five, fuel-conteredliat- OMblaed to give ave*
U.S. Atomio Energy Commission. . with an assembly removed from each corner.- At i constant foil

.. .1
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; pit mblis were arranged in ct six-by-
::.1.. oderatorcOntcred lattice with three assemblies

aR Sr". 4Itutjon . > oved from each corner. For a fuel-centered lattice,
ater . center of a fuel assembly coincided with the axis

-e : x ttank; for a moderator-centered lattice the center
F. O'1liLL `4-4 . :. square, formed by four assemblies, was placed

-thi center of the tank.
- i esmrements in the PDP were performed by

:titution techniques. An outer "driver" lattice
', : ~i-rod clusters was uscd surrounding a central
< ~ containing the .test lattice. The driver lattice

ublies intended for th' o4;: el s mached to the R3/Adam fuel as closely as
meaured for comparable bucklings, resonance. escape

tiberitical xeici rbaitesmgato
kling mo.urem es, thermal migration areas, neutron ages,
*8 cm using a 6ubstitp.., <+j.fast and slow diffusion coefficients. The 31 rod
XI&. The experinitelW -; biste'r of 1.27 cm oxide rods chosen to achieve the

:.sed -match is shown in Figure 2. The use of the
,:, per poison positions shown in the Figure is dis-

;' susse iunder the PDP calibrations.
dl Assemblies g '.,the PDP, the R3/Adam fuel was studied at

... form of str lattice pitches of 23.7 cm and 30.8 cm. The
e form of in: tt arrangement at the 30.8 cm pitch is shown in

ined in Zir3aloy 2 ,..j-gure.3. The outermost region of the pile was loaded
1.87 cm and a ̂ ; . ..btluum-aluminum poison rods 2.54 cm in dia.
of thm oxide -th i'pter These were usod to size the loading for approx.

wlde Eact > eely.equal radial and vertical bucklings so ad to
ss wvelded closed a'>. ,getiaxmum sensitivity in the buckling measurements.
unused space ixeo* .xl9'next region consisted of driver fuel at the same
itors of 19 such r i stho test fuel. The innermost region contained
) shroud tubes wer & test fue1. At each lattice pitch two different sized
nential experimenta i '- tregions were used, one containing 7 fuel assem.
d together to make - and'the other 12. Loadings for the 23-7cm pitch
i cm in length.9 '^CWere ssentially identical except for the change in.
ths were connectad*
Wert *ut 23i
een rods ther'i SE Buckling Measurements
whic,. no fuei was"$':>> --

o fl - Vertical Bucklings

; '~ *eh e exponential buckling measurements depended
prm. > isy on measurements of the vertical flux distri-

nents were madc in. W tnz In the P8E these measurements were made
6] and the Prssr' aivating indium foils 1.27 cm in diameter and
)([2]. The SE colis i'cm'thick in an air.filled aluminum tube. The
nk, with an in'dde'2 i'um tube was mounted dlightly off.center
ed with 0.07B cm bt.4 pximately equidistant from four fuel assemblies.
.bove the Standa >inn r diameter of the tuba was 2-093 cm and
.ium reactor 16],m (. " the wal thickness was 0-287 cm. An inner aluminum
ng carbon steel tak .pj r ttprovided for accurate positioning of the foils,
*that can be iea'; were an aloy of 20 wt % indium in lead. The
e tank is lin4dwiiief:F 'fils were counted on NaI(Tl) scintillation crystals in
lied by 6 retractabl utomnac counter system. The activity data with
I B tubes. e corrsponding position data were processed using.
irements were Insds i? s'1.IM 650 routine which obtained a two parameter,.
PDP) [3]. The PD.' v

1 2't squares fit of a theoretical A sinh x (-z) curve
mk 494.7 cm in di, y;&e experimental data. In this expression, A is
trolled bg D.0 de l ^E8.fliplitUdo, x is the reciprocal of the vertical relaxa.
the fuel assembs' ' slength tis the extrapolated upper boundary
tank. { from earlier measurements to be equal to the

;:.;. e height plus 5.4 cm, and z is the position coordi.
' ji35e :A and x are varied by the code until successive

.- 'x^,, ,ltions differ by loss than 1 X 10-f in x. The code
its, the 19-rod clu5iS S corrects for time decay of the foils and for counter
,ed in square lattiOC : - kground and deadtime. Multiple counts of the same
itches, 21 assemblieS . foils were treated as separate problems and'were
fuel-centered la tic. . m bed to giveaverage values for x. Since the code
sach r--ner. At tae i, e s constant foil positions, a small correction was

: *:
S.@.*. .'-..
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needed forthelengthening of the aluminum foil support
with temperature. The correction was calculated
assuming the vertical flux follows an exponential
function,

a66-cm Copper Wire in 063s-cm OD
x o83-cm WIhd/ Thickness
Al Tube (W60)

0 °1
90 SO

Oxide Rod: Cladding 00 1.383cm
aladd/ng Thicknesr 0.05/cm
U1Rel/es OD-127cm

aoddi/7g 6063 TR)
rl4. 2. 31-itod cluster of UO, ods wlih copper pollson

ruel Assembly

.. *. ;/ 0 0 0 Po0son Rod

* , ... .........

*-.% 0 0 0 0 .... .

0t0..

.. . -Assembly

TeSl Ryion
/2-Assembly
Tenw Region

Jigl. *. PD? t.. zuguns used in Uh 30-5 ema pith ui.^utuuoi,
me su rement

.Radial Ruckiirss
'Material bucklings for the exponential lattices were

obtained from the usual exrpression .BX Eg-x',
where J32 is the radial buckling of the exponential.
In the PSE the value of the B' was determined by
intercomparisons with the PDE and SE by substituting
in knovwn values of Br, for several lattices with mneas-
ured x' values, to obtain the average radial buckling.
The interior of the PSE is lined with coiled stainless
steel piping that is used to contain high pressure steam
during the heating cycle and cold water during the
cooling cycle of operation. The coils present a very

I

I :. -

-
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irregular nuclear boundary and consequently it Is
difficult to obtain the radial buckling by conventional
flux measurements. A room temperature value of
8-45 ± 0.10 m- was choscn from the intcrcomparison.

*0 'udiet , 5 #c7ttc oEe

ax -v ._ ._t . .. .

0 Iva 60 Mg0 /au
Tempereture

ZOV L ZeU

vig. 4. Corrections to rsi ibuctling measurements frot dcange of Dxk with
temperature

- S9 ure La//ce PKicm

NIalral 02Z
2Madere/or j r;y:S5 .75rmol D O0

27cm

I -- 474 _)

/- r- - 1.2 a -0-'C
2 _ -PSE Measurements

H SE Measurments

20 W 80 /20 16Ga M sC 2Q

gh Temperature Exponential Measurements D neft 5 N.P

given by PsnssoN [8]. This procedure takeh z 'ab ' 1. PSE buckliun
account both the physical expansion of the tank ilaI
coils and the changes in the diffusion lengths A e t'-:eh

fast and slow neutrons. The calculated change s . -.
found to give good agreement with foil activatio .a
measurements in D]O moderator with no fuel ini N.h
PSE. The calculated curve is given in Figure 4;r.1.i,, 20 98 5.42) 250

* . 313 5 32 80
Expernicntal Difficultie .a ... a. s o 3.03 482 125

Eceause it was necessary to adapt the experi'iCn, i2; 407 438 105
measurements to fuel elements that were designcdfor 46 3799 193

190'Ag. 4 7 37-4 218eventual use in the RI3JAdam reactor, two difficjle '21 499 3-46 220
were encountered in performing the experiments i nS" - (3 30) -
the PSE. First the elements were about 154 cen in: cing value in1
length rather than the 180 cm for which the PSE WU
designed. This necessitated having water levels abova E :;u,
the top of the fuel at the highest temperature. SeSE Buc
adjustment for this effect could have been rade e SE buckling men
except that the gap in the fuel column between the'. 'to-verify the PSE tri
two fuel sections caused an exaggerated fli. pea'i .i'the fuel. They wei
which perturbed the vertical exponential traverse; '.-erzical buckling
This peak required that several activating foilsaie izzdc with atravelinf
placed above and below the gap in order to 1bta ' . " nsated, neutron 8e
sufficient unperturbed foil measurements to anie z zoved vertically in;
vertical traverse. (There were not enough fuel.ele: . t4'cr in outer dia
ments available to make longer assemblies for the PSE; 0076 cm. The tube -
measurements.) Therefore a compromise was arrJceed' . approximately equidi
in which the water level was selected to coincde'wti . The neutron flux v
the top of the fuel at about 1400 C, which is midwsy '. vertical position as
in the expansion of the moderator over the heating .ivugh the tank. F.
cycle. Subsequent measurements at room temperature. tverse were made I
showed that the errors due to the effect of the reflector: bc- eound traverse
were both random and small, i.e., 1 006m' ifmtoe exoonential was shu
reflector savings were made equal to the rcflector, s3uter, 0.076 cm thih
thicknesses. In addition theoretical calculations using . h- . background tri
two.group theory and taking Into account the neutaon pboto;neutrons resulti
absorption of the stainless-steel fuel-element suppa r xAre initiated by gamn
that extended through the reflector, showed that 'for :' rlesidual gamma f
the maximum reflector thickness of 15 cm, the corr- v.eil' as for leakage of
tion to the buckling was less than 0.02 m-'. Nosuch t S. The backgro
correction was applied to the data because of thy:e is se. rated from th
uncertainty in the approximations that had toimb' 4: 5cm graphite ped
used to estimate the neutron absorptions of the sop- .. easurements wi
port rods. anliercntly more aecu

The effect of thy gap was further minimized at tas ' Cor' equently, the mi
24 and 30 cm pitches by using foils located'it 3_. . qucntly to v i
40,45, 95, 100, 105, 110 and 115 cm above the bottom ionets o verifyde
of the fuel. Measurements were made to show vth3$ . ests ao the travel
the cadmium ratio of indium was constant over i result w as the travMl
region. At the 27 cm pitch the full set of foils was. ct comparison of
and the room temperature measurements were comn . . 7 cm room temp
pared with measurements in the same lattice in the S*..- v. iy the radial.buc
As described later the results tended to substansiaA L.uckhing was adjusi
the PSE procedure. .03 rn to correct fc

esulWs . m. .rade in 99.65 m

The results of the PSE buckling measuremenS are
given in Table 1. and are summarized in ]iiirt'S . .. rDP Ilue
and 6. Each data point is an average of seve611 Re
successive counts on the same set of foils. I ': .. ' subst

*- ;-- :":>.:~cPDP subst.'
The calculated curve at 20 C was normalized to. 3Ad lattice bud

experimental results at the 27 cm pitch b7 adjustalort . o
the value of the resonance integral. In addition, all the cirW - ots em'iubstitution mea
mental points in Figure 0 were corrected for the effect o t Te ,. ese reference latti
gaps In the fuel column. The calculated curve at 220 .C Vs : iver fuel assemblies
computed from the theoretical evaluation of the tempit s Ottining 6, 4, 2 or 0
coefficient normalized to the values of.the buckling a..

2

'Fig.!
Temperature

i. Tomperature variaton of bucking for U3/Adam lattices

I I +-:b z p Icre, 20

tquA'aeot sauae /ettiiptch
Fig. 6. 'Ducklings of S/JAduan lttice

The intercomparison of the measurements reported
in this paper provides additional confirmation of the
value of B' that was chosen.

The change in radial buckling resulting from heat-
ing the PSE was calculated according to the procedure
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procedure takes .. .. PBE buckling msrements of RJ/Adam Waces for
nsion of the tal a75 mol-% DO
diffu-:^n lengtbo c-.;' . i 27Cm Pltch 80 cm Pitch
alcu , change '* <,' .B, e'' -

twit ax ctiv'a"n: C~%j.Ii .' c'~~ L"~ C *

ir with no fuel 5-42) 2 - 352' _1

iven in Figure 4 20 (5.42) 20 - (5.35) 20 - (4.71)
*-:.: .-98 5.47 26 3-16 5-29 22 3-76 4-69

ficuis 3i13 5-32 80 3-74 4-71 31 3*97 4-48
-lC . c * 3-63 4682 125 4306 4 39 80 4312 4437

dapt the experin ' 407 4-38 166 4-37 4-08 125 430 4-I6
4h't wee5desi-46 3-99 193 4-61 3-84 184 4-57 3-88*.hat were desgn , fr ° ,4-71 3-74 218 4474 3-71 19 4-72 3.73

iactor, two ddficult::.' 4-99 346 220 - (3-50) 217 5.01 3-46
g the experimenta ; . *j. :, (3.30) - - - 220 - (3.36)
vcre about I54 values in parentheses a extrapolated values.
)r which the PSE I
:ng water levels abo, :
at tempei-ature. So s ~*.$ '. ' SE Buckling Measurements
ald have ben mdO .SE buckling measurements were intended only
column betwenn The ; sfaverify the PSE treatment of the effect of the gap

faggerated fel. They were restricted to the 27 cm lattice.
exponential tta ' etical buckling measurements in the BE were

In activating oi ^:nado with a traveling monitor [6], [9], a gamma corn-
.p in od tted. neutron sensitive ion chamber which is
murements to mae a' o. : vertically in an air-filled aluminum thimble,
not enough fuel ef L> cm:in outer diameter with a wall thickness of
asomblies for t;hel@i Pi'- , .0 ;m. The tube was mounted slightly off center
.promise was arranged. s w roimately equidistant from four fuel assemblies.
ected to coincide'wit. -I;be nectron flux was recorded as a function of0 C, which is mdwa," j .fricul.'position as the ion chamber was moved

stor over the helitx& b' h' the tank. Four traverses and a background.
iat room temperat : * traverse were made for the present studies. For the
. effect of the refleor / . Etsground traverse the thermal neutron feed to the
e., :: 0.06m ', if - ponential was shut off by inserting a cadmium
Tual to the refle ster 0.076 cm thick, between the SE and the SP.
cal c lations, u..%. 'i aclground traverse corrects principally for
3 acc . the neutror pioeutrons resulting from D(y, )J)H reactions that
fuel-e-tment supports';..S e ,iitiated by gamma rays from the SP and also for
ctor, showed that fo:i * .yrehidual gamma sensitivity of the ion chamber as
I of 15 cm, the c .s U'a for leakage of fast neutrons from the SP into
sn 0-02 m- . No "eb"8 > ~e'Thc background is important because the BE
data because of t > scpaated from the surface of the SP by only a
ions that ha graphite pedestal.
sorptions of the . omcnts with the traveling monitor are

lher minimized more accurate than those made with foils..
I foils located a . to the main purpose of the SE measure.
cm above the b i nts o to verify that the restricted number of foil
cmade to showe bS O3 either side of the fuel gap -gave the same

ss constant over l.as the traveling monitor flux distributions.
acst of foils was u~,... 'was indeed the case. Also as shown in Figure 5,

were c rect comparison of the SE and PSE bucklings for
ame lattice in thec ,.<s .7c roo temperature lattice further served to
*ndled to substantia.t. $.en-t he radial .buckling intercalibration. The SE.a bng was adjusted upwards by a calculated

@ xMamade in 99-65 mol-% D,O.
ng measurements are s.
niarized in Figuxes 6..- . PDP Buckling Measurements
k average of severS1  .
iCt of foils' .* ; .. Refrce LaUices

wasnomaizef.-' PDThe PDP substitution measurements of the
itch by adjustmentto, ' ?.3lAdam lattice buCklings were calibrated to analo-
eaddition, all the caper1 

.. : Xi. Zl substitution measurements on reference lattices.
ied for the effect o' t :: j eie .ieirence lattices consisted of the standard

Ltion oi the temp2ra2 " f er. fel assemblies of 31 rod U 1O fuel clusters each
if the )ackling at 20 C. g .. rintng 6, 4, 2 or 0 copper poison wires. The wires

X .. 'I . .
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were inserted symmetrically in the thin-walled alu-
minum tubes shown in Figure 2. Use of the copper
wires made it possible to cover a wide range of
bucklings with a minimum disturbance of the lattice
parameters other than / and L2.

Critical moderator height measurements were made
on one-region loadings of each reference lattice. In
order to bbtain material bucklings from these data, it
was necessary to know the vertical extrapolation
distances as well as the radial bucklings of the lattices.
These quantities were measured by irradiating gold
pins and thus obtaining the radial and vertical flux
distributions. The irradiations were made at both
pitches in the lattices containing 0 and 6 copper wires
per assembly. The radial bucklings and vertical
extrapolation distances were independent of the
amount of copper poison present, and were therefore
applied directly to the critical moderator height
measurements made on the full set of reference lattices.
Buckling results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Buckling reiutd for reference pile loadings of PDP

Wein gular1 Number of Imeasured i' i brce
Lattka 111tCh, °YDpr Rodanuelln, AlumtnlW AI I =D.Omtic Pi. rer Fuel) Tub~em . ' W.

Assembly M.D U

30-8.
30-8

* 30-8
30-8
'23.7

* 23-7
237
23-7

6
4
2
0
6
4
2
0

3-732
4-101
4-45G
4 818
3-679
4-199
4-707
6-209

0-055
0-056
0-068
0-059
0-025
0-025
0-028
0-026

3X787
4-157
4-514
4-877
3-704
4-224
4-733
5-235

The aluminum tube correction accounts for the safety
and control rod guides used in the PDP. The m6dera-
tor temperature was 22.5 di 1.0° C and the purity was
99.68 ± 0-02 mol-% DO at the time of these measure-
ments. An analysis of experimental uncertainties
leads to an error of i 0-05 m' on the reference lattice
bucklings.

Test Region Calibraion

Test region calibrations consisted of measurements
of the PDP critical water heigh4s with the four
reference lattices loaded in turn into each of the test
regions. These calibration data were analyzed by
requiring them to fit two-region, two-group diffusion
theory. The measured water heights were increased by
the measured extrapolation distances and substituted
into an IBM 650 code using calculated input lattice
parameters. Results of the two-group calculations
were extremely insensitive to the methods used in
calculating the lattice parameters. The radius of the
boundary between regions and the buckling of the
"driver" region were varied until the buckling solu-
tions of the two-group calculations gave the best fit
to the previously measured bucklings of the four
lattices used in the test regions. Results are given in
Table 3. They reveal that the calculated "driver"
region bucklings were slightly lower than the bucklings
measured for the one-region loadings, uncorrected for
the presence of aluminum thimbles. The differences
are reasonable because the thimbles are concentrated
in the "driver" region.

-
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Table S. Inpud paramneters for tuwo-froup calculation of iucklings
of test regions

Triengola, Eamber of Extrapolated rle HeIghbt. cm
Lattice rMcha Copper Rods 7-Auembly Test 12-Assembly Test

cm Per Assrmbly heto egion

23-7 0 183-41 187-13
23-7 4 181-47 184-03
23-7 2 179D51 180-78
23-7 0 177-52 177-43
30-8 6 202-82 . 208-64
30-B 4 199-72 20343
30-8 2 196-53 19842
30-8 0 193-43 193-55
23-7 R3/Adam 177.42 177-57
30 8 Rt3/Adam 192-32 191-85

Triangular Number
LatUco Pitc,. of A=eriles R,.cm R.. cm m ., Outer

cm In Test Region . . regio,1. m

30-8
30-8
23-7
23-7

7
12
7

12

43-0
64-8
33-1
42-5

i63-4
163-4
166-9
1669-

4-782a
4-7588
5-2034
5-1956

R3/Adam Lattice Bucklings

Following the calibration experiments, tho R31
Adam lattices were inserted in the test regions and the
critical water heights measured. The cxtrapolated pile

fisuH Assemrt

........ / ...... Z.

hegt obaie ar gi::*en on Tabl*e 3. ::u:lng were-

/- s -:: s oO O -..

o e *n two w 0a 0 meto t

\0e*** 0 0 0\°c °0 - ;

w f th s IBM850 co.e... use.fo

\ * * ...... O....,

were ~ ~ ~ i oband yuin h sm emetrical bounda

cactons. The slo e utron.SS dfi tcoeficint

was ssumed to be te smein bohrgns

Results obnndarc given in Table 4. Thecsmallsio ther

obai 0 in tw was Intetogon ehdte

difc cabeatween theulaons. and wo-cgroup resultsb
anr inictaion ofusn thc ae good mathetweenl theda

wasdassme attie and the caeibain lattiregos.

oeut are 0ie inTbo 4 h ml eo h
differencos betwocn hc onc.and tvo -ru cubi

ang7 Seven-assembl of thet rgood 30" cmnatch subotweuonth

R3Aamiticsaneh calibration cacuaios.Ttinegouces.lt

gh Temperature Exponential Measurements i | ,Uet- 6 N.1

Table4. R31Adam fic - PDPbuckling reasi ' Table 5 Re1
99-68 mol.% D,O and 22-6° C 50.

Triangular Nhumber of .13 * .. . 7A
lattice rJ14:1, Energy Groups 7.Annnbly 12-Aaxcmbly | a- .*-b

cm Used In 7-Assml 2A~ml
cmCalcui eat Region Test Region

23-7 2 5276 6-258 -. (j .termedinto) 0
2S-7 1 5-262 5-244 2 2
30-8 2 5-014 5-010 1iO16 - 5r 2
30-8 1 5C003 5-00a *'6n5- 0

0
It is estimated that the precision of the substitutio . W 0

measurements, assuming the bucklings of the.clih; W I -Sf,
tion lattices arc exact, is + 0-03 m-'. When co bin0j .- i O

with the.uncertainty of ±0-05 m-2 in the calibratic .- I W. . 0
buckling, an absolute uncertainty of about ± 0 0 ins : .
is obtained for the bucklings in Table 4. - * In the method i

Correcting these data to standard conditions of . ' -. W
99-76 mol. % D,0 and 200 C gives values of bucldib . On l+
of 5.32±0-07 m-2 for the 23-7 cm pitch and 5-11.:.: - g-- for the dif
0-08 m- for the 30-8 cm pitch. The water punity . abstitution lattice.
corrections were calculated and the temperature .. - -e the statistical we
corrections were obtained from PSE data. - .- edit regions rcsp

Perturbation Theory Analysis ol PDP Da .. l-31ue ;of W- -+W t

An alternate method of analyzing the PDP sub. - ' full'test loading-a prtrbaio thm i- difeence also correlstitution data is provided by a perturbatonbucklings betw
approach developed by Pznssoi [10]. For tis.. .olations are graphe

-*method the substitution loadings were broken. into po*- -oe *ae raphe
test, intermediato and driver regions as shown 'by th obFguete eutsaf

* example in Figure 7. Unit cells were drawn aserrho: - to obtoai
boids with the two vertices at the acute (601)°angl As an altrnative

* terminating on fuel pieces. Rhomboids with boths a altert ati
vertices terminating on test fuel were assigned to thg t wofuel ssigedt of thC lines can be
the test region, those with one vertex on a test fael - these.slopes can be
assembly and the other on a driver fuel assembly were .ata pint Such a
assigned to the intermediate region, and those :-h t '.: .-. Omts Q td
both vertices on driver fuel to the driver region. In .e 30- c, pite]

- - le'of (a'-cc.)I(Wobtaining statistical weights for use in the perturbation . m This furt
calculations each rhomboid was broken into * two ] tween the different r
equilateral triangles. The statistical weights were then
calculated for the flux at the centroid of each triange .;
Since the test regions closely approximated the. driver:,.',, :.'- .
region in material buckling, a uniform radial flux -- : The bucklings aE
-distribution was assumed corresponding to the flux. . . ponentials are for
distribution Jo(Br). The statistical weights;'so, weres ....blbesichich have gardisriuton 0 BW hepeichnthave
then obtained as : : theexperiments and

corrections were
* EA g JO(Brr) _ for fuel assemblies v.

2stR = ( RJ ) 2-40484s (B~r) , The caleulation
* J2nrJ's(Brr)dr nffet of the fuel gap

-e ' -ral20cm on either
where A is the area of the unit triangle, ..s the -" : tat tho effect was
extrapolated radius of the pile taken from Table 3 e difference in th
B, is the square root of the radial buckling corriespor-. . *terival from that c
ing to that radius, and ri is the distance from the lat.ed, -by the S1L
center of the reactor to the centroid of the is EI. 'i:toivations in the vi,
triangle. The summation is taken over all unit tri st ' aa-. For the ex
in the region of interest. .. . . ; ,profiles were a

Numerical results are given in Table B. The ver.!.- . :heory for the three
tical bucklings cJ and af are those corresponding to cilculated flux profi
the measured critical water heights for the subsutit . lattice. The correcti
tion and full driver loadings respectively. The, quot ' c .were 009, 0-(
errors on the (a1

-oil) values are standard deviltio'ls -20 C and -0-10, -
corresponding to an uncertainty of one millimctt.!;IA ticasurement of t
the difference between the two moderator heights cB S onfirmed, wi
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ients as I.P. BAumAlOx, W.E. GVA'VEs et-&I.: High

DP bucking re ,{... . TableS. Resulc of perturbation m cd
l 22.56 C z -f ,* .

'0.8 am 30.5 cm 2s-7 am s3.7 cm
pitch pitch Pitch Pitch

T' 1 2e' 7im 12 Assam- 7 Ac. 12 Asma.
12 Was ~bie bices bMae blies

_(_tes .t) ' 0-1376 0-2559 0-0800 0-1532 1
5-258 6 teridi.te) 0-1855 0-2152 0-1130 0 1383
6-244 562 23 2-6084 2 B815 31364 31301
5 016 56015 . .:' 2-6379 2-6346 3-1319 3-1280W.
5 006 6 0:Sg >: .m3 0 0305 0 OdB9 0- 096 D-021 1

+00028 40*0028 0-0035 *00035 .

o the >.c . j. 0-2304 0-3635 0-1365 0-2224
don of the substitxlus>s*Xsi
cklings of the.caM 0-805 0;592 0:828 0-622
m-2 When combat__
m-' in thecalb ai'. r~ ° 12 °08+° O2X o;ol

-yof about cabat 0.0026008 02 *.1
Table mthod developed by rissoxN [10] the

;andard condi ions'ib:- 5r:: 'e'-'
es values of bu : ' W+ is plotted against the function
cm pitch and different sized test loading of each
. The water puft I io n lattice. In these functions, W 'and Wj

nd the tcmperatzaR* ,T a statistical weights of the test region and inter.
PSE data. regions respectively. Extrapolation to a eZro

si. of PDP Data . hen gives the difference between
dIyzing the PDP test, loading and a full driver loading. This

perturbation theory. enc lso corresponds to the difference in mate.
perturbation Stheoe.~ \rinbucklings between the two lattices. The, extra-

sg8 were brokenr int ations are graphed in Figure 8. AB seen from the
gons as shown bytc the results are well within the experimental
were drawn as rhoin xer'of those obtained from the one. and two-group
the acute (60°) anges:' ,l. os
homboids with' a an alternative to the straight line extrapolation

eel were assigned t-&t zogh the two data points at each pitch, the slopes
vert' n a teat fceiZ s.the lines can be computed and straight lines with.
,er ft 'sesmbly c ,i cslopes can be drawn -to give a best fit to the
gion, d those wtli : -^,t.'p'oints. Such an approach gives tbe same result
the driver region,;}i" c.'he 30.8cm pitch, but changes the extrapolated
tao in the perturb'at~ S ; of:(x'-')f(W +I W.) for the 23.7 cm pitch to
as broken into a .. m:. This further improves the agreement be-
ical weights were the..<> maicbe different methods of measuring the buckling.
.troid of each triaUngitov Fuel Columns :

z,-4 uckings frU~lr.u ounproximated the drUif r Fc C o -. .

uniform'radial-Lur$: . T bucklings as measured in the PDP and the
sponding to the fl e ponentials are for the actual R3IAdam fuel assom-
tical weights, ic, e hieh have gaps in the fuel columns. 'To put all

. -::: ~e eperiments and tho calculations on the same bs.
. orrections rweo calculated to give the bucklings c

1S fiifl assemblies without gaps. a
:2 4048)) ;Jo( 'The calculation was made by assuming that the I. tfetdef the fuel gap extended uniformly over an inter. I

S.' 4:'t l 20 cm on either side of the center of the. gap and %
dt triangle, B is he . > it tho effect was negligible beyond this interval. c
taken from Table 3 , The difference in the average buckling of the 40 cm 1

I buckling correspond-'2,, - from that of the uniform lattice was oalcui. c
he distance from the " g.:e&by the SIL recipe using the measured foil t
ntroid of 'the i t, 's,,, , tions in the vicinity of the gap for.calculating f C
.over all unit trianiC5o I;'nd Z2LI. For the exponential measurements, vertical I

' isi proalles were calculated by one-energy group f
in Table 5. The ser!.-, teory for the three region loading and compared to C
tose corresponding h, :. CN ¢leulated 'flux profiles for a loading with a uniform f
ghts for the substit'i lttce The correctlons for the 24, 27 and 30 cm pit- p
iectively. The quot . .sv>ie vere-0(19, 0.00 and + 0.05 m 5 respectively at
o standard deviatioO% 20C and-010, -0.01, and + 0.03 m-4 at 220° a.

of one millimeter , ..- I2:.kucasurement of the effect of the gap at 27 cm in e
moderator heights- .th SE confirmed within f 005 m"', that the vertical a

-S i.'S rSenI@g''*X

. .T . esem . n
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traverse was unaffected by the presence of the gap at
that pitch.

The corrections for the critical substitution measure.
ments in the PDP were also made by assuming that
the effect of the flux perturbation due to the gaps in
the fuel columns extended 20.cm each side of the gap.
By statistically weighting these various regions
according to the over-all flux distribution in the PDP,
the corrections to the 23.7 and 30.8 cm pitches were
determined to be -0.16 and + 0.02 m 2 respectively.

in.'
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0 az at as 08 to
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ig. 8. AnalysIs of RM/Adam substltutlon measurements by perturbation
methoed

These corrections were used in obtaining the experi-
nental points that are compared with the calculated
bucklings in Figure 6.

Intracel Activalion Meaeurements
The thermal neutron flux profiles in the central

cell of the 27 cm lattice in the PSE were measured by
activations of manganese in "P-metal" 1 pins 1.27 cm
ong and 0.162 cm in diameter. A schematic of the pin
oading is shown in Figure 9. Pins inside the cluster
were supported by a circular plate of Zircaloy-2,
0-318 cm thick, a quarter of which is shown in Figure 9.
?in holders, or ladders, were cantilevered from the
ircular plate into the moderator and perpendicular
o the fuel column. The ladders were Zircaloy rods,
0476 cm in diameter, containing holes for the pins.
Ladders 1 and 4 were pointed to the nearest adjacent
nel assemblies. A lesser number of pins covered with
1.076 cm of cadmium were irradiated in a similar
ashion at a level 8 inches below the bare pins. Radial
pots of the iubcadmium and epicadmium activations

IP metal Is a commercially available alloy containing
2% Mn, 18% Cu, and 10% Ni. Under the condition of the
xpernent essentially only Mn activations are detected In the
.11l03
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are shown for the cold and hot lattices in Figures 10
and 11. Thcse plots do not contain corrections for the
over-all radial flux shape in the PSE. Accordingly the
comparison flux distributions obtained fron' Prs
calculations, to be discussed later, were multiplied by
Jo (B, ?O).

Actual locations of the pins within the clusters were
in the coolant between fuel rods. The P-3 fluxes,

cm

/ Z/rrcoy-2 I
/6 _ * Mn ffn PoMrinxs

t Laddter i , ---Cell Brgnryi

Laddder

Fig. . Qniarter of unit call for R3/iAdam latloo. showing pinl poeltiona

t,,eA in activation imeesureinents

fe d -r o d o

t oM a y c ' ~ d d t

Il. -, all -~-,

0. 22 56 8 10 1 A O3

PIE. 10. Thxr er aa a fl u xi profilor B .J d rw J) Sa d~eo. latt ice at or

h o w e v e r, c o r es od v e r ncs ~ e a rl y m eto a e a e v l e

r u i l . s t o r y w u e

o b t a i n ~ ~ t h d e a i e f l u w i t in s a l c e l w o n s it i n g

/ 5 _. t p mnt1Jo

o a s g d ts la a nd : a carn gsoa n

e 2 q ri 8 1° J2 x t a 6o8
rtadias

Fc t .10. Te l roadel flux profile for SiAdasm Milkr t t 20u t

however, correspond very nearly to average ralues
within the uranium oxido of the individual rods. Tha
experimental points were therefor correctedoto average
uranium oxide values. Diffusion theory was used to

eta obtain detailgd flux within a small cell consisting
of a single rod, its cldding, and a .arying boundary
radius equal to the distance of each pin from its asso-
ciated fuel rod. These flux profiles were then'used to
reduce the pin activations at the small cell boundary.
to the averagc in thc fuel. The same profiles were also
used to obtain avcrage fluxes in the Zircaloy-2 cladding
from the pin activations.

igh Temnperature Exponential feasurements no:Co,. s! IS

For the purpose of calculating disadvantage fact;5 Trble 6.
for determining Ls, the over-all J0 (B, r) flux 0orrbcti. *
was applied to the experimental data. These da:, were: aterl
then transferred to a two-dimensional plot and :soj __._:__

lines plotted over the cell. Numerical integration e' D~ 0 ik moderator
used to obtain the average flux in the various reg.,os i- I .. -Cl coelant).
The results are shown in the tables of disadvarge i * -
factors, Tables and 7. In these tables, the ccli.. -. aov2  

. . .
average diffusion coefficient, Den, and macrocopic I
absorption cross section, (E,)crt, are defined bv : - 1062

(2;;)eftt dil - - and I/Da11= dj! a(E ) ~ ~ ~ £cl D, . C~arnxum Ratios

where the terms di and VjfVill are defined in the t buesk .moer;
C~orrccted for .JTho P.3 calculation of PA is described in the nexti.

section. The value of Ls obtained from the expe.irmej.-
tal flux profiles agrees precisely with the P-3 val.e for . ; Table 7. C

se _. _____

- -_ _ i -_._ l0 _ (b k moderatorl
D0(-*el coolant)

ro
. 2 .Zfreaio.2 :.ct

*o fv-r1mum Rtios
25der rI Bulk snodert

£ - .2

2 Co rectdor J

C a d_ _ e _ _ ims e m -c r e d p n s j .@l'zrr

.. -/ e.r.redtO * and TAet
/0 _ , La/caPi :27cm squaferd L were

S__ __ ici.bj i_..! '.-Cnbasedontheo

Itotra2;sport theori
,. .... L L L 3IvL L L .t 7 S. 7fuel rods was ht

0 . c rU S V f2 I . g.The difference in th
FIg. 11. Therrnl flux rodl for/Adaisdi was obtai

.... le 'r ceeorv calculation a

the room temperature case. For the high temperatuire. -.. e od within t
case, the experimental value of L' is about 3% bigheer I Staneard value-
than the P.3 value. This discrepancy is within .the: -se ticns were used'
estimated combined errors of such variables as co=,na-..mss sections for
ing statistics, ladder placement, and the calculited | Lnufacturers corr
corrections to average fuel fluxes. An inapecton . .. Usnaverage valt
Figures 10 and 11 also shows that the P.3 method LS 3.n2, - 0.3418 ci
very good at predicting the flux shapes within C te |.s:taken to hay
oxide rod clusters. . -j creasing temperal

, tx~s'fo.. natural ui
aculation o/ Bucklings de"ived from

and Temperature Coefficients . m moderator
The calculation of room temperature . tticc: | .Mpraturc P-3 ir

bucklings was based on the recipe currently used at'> I * ocedure fdlloyvcd
SILL (Ii]. Temperature coefficients of budelinr t: . sezoscopic scatter
based on the same recipe with the following ex c.sitirst . moment, £Q
and modifications. as differentia

'however, pelnr
Neutron Age, T . -two quantite

The neutron age, T, was increased at thle sWipe: g-irameters for the
temperatures by the square of the ratio of D_0 denr >. t -hoose average v
sity at 20° C to that at the highek temperatures. 2; Obi to give the
effect of light water was obtained from other meim"' 1 l/[3 ( -._,
ments [12]. i er'MaXwel en


